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Abstract 
This study focuses on investigating the question of how gender can be made seen in already organized archives. 
This is done in order to provide answers to the thesis aims which is to broaden the knowledge of visualizing 
marginalized groups within archives, and to contribute with knowledge to the field of gender studies within Swe-
dish archival studies. This will be achieved through a case-study framework and a document analysis where the 
Gender and Work project’s database and complementary documents is studied. The Gender and Work being a 
project aiming at collecting information regarding gender and work during the early modern period. A theoretical 
framework has been used where archives are understood as part of a process of power, where certain groups are 
given a voice whilst others are silenced. Here it is clear that visualizing can involve several steps. 

The study shows that the GaW database consists a vast use of metadata, in which gender is present, and both 
men and women are searchable. Therefore, the database presents a way through which gender can be visualized, 
by using a database. However, gender is not visualized at large. The database fails by not using a larger set of 
records which allows individuals to speak for themselves, and when sex is used as a search way individuals not 
registered as performing work cannot be located. It therefore mainly visualizes gender in relation to work. Even 
though the Gender and Work database do provide new insights to the field of gender and archive, there is still 
much to do in order to visualize gender within archives. This is a two years master’s thesis in Archive, Library and 
Museum studies. 

Abstract på svenska 
Denna studie fokuserar på att undersöka frågan om hur genus kan synliggöras i redan förtecknade arkiv. Detta är 
gjort för att ge svar till de bredare syften som är att öka kunskapen av att synliggöra marginaliserade grupper inom 
arkiv, samt bidra med kunskap till genusfältet inom svensk arkivvetenskap. Detta ska uppnås genom ett fallstu-
dieramverk och en dokumentanalys där Genus och Arbete projektets databas, och komplementära dokument, är 
studerade. Genus och Arbete är ett projekt som syftar på att samla information om genus och arbete under den 
tidigmoderna perioden. Ett teoretiskt ramverk har använts där arkiv är förstådda som en del av en maktprocess, 
genom vilket vissa grupper blir givna en röst medan andra tystade. Här är det tydligt att synliggöra innehåller flera 
steg. 

Studien visar att Genus och Arbete databasen består av en stor användning av metadata, genom vilket genus 
är närvarande samt både män och kvinnor är sökbara. Databasen presenterar därför ett sätt genom vilket genus kan 
visualiseras, genom användning av en databas. Emellertid är genus inte synliggjort i stort. Databasen misslyckas i 
att inte använda en större uppsättning av handlingar vilket tillåter individer att tala för sig själv, och när kön an-
vänds som sökväg går det inte att lokalisera individer som har registrerats att inte utföra arbete. Därmed synliggör 
den huvudsakliga genus i relation till arbete. Även om Genus och Arbete databasen tillhandahåller ny insikter till 
fältet av genus och arkiv finns det fortfarande mycket att göra för att synliggöra genus inom arkiv. Detta är en 
tvåårig master uppsats inom arkivvetenskap, biblioteks- & informationsvetenskap samt musei- & kulturarvsveten-
skap. 
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Introduction 

In the introduction to historian Eva Helen Ulvros’ study Fruar och mamseller: kvin-

nor inom sydsvensk borgerlighet 1790–1870, Ulvros provides evidence of the dif-

ficulties of locating source material about women within the archives. Ulvros, who 

has focused on women's lives during the nineteenth century, gives an example of 

this problem in describing her location of the diary of Anna Skytte in her brother-

in-law’s archive. The archival description did not contain any evidence of this diary, 

nor were her diaries present as subject words.1 Ulvros is not alone in meeting this 

difficulty when entering the archives searching for evidence of women; instead it 

has been a common problem for gender scholars.2 

That gender, and especially women, largely remain unseen is held by many to 

have a large effect on how we as a society perceive the past. The subject of the past 

has for a long time been seen as predominantly male, and history identified with 

man or manliness, so that everyone not identified as manly becomes the “other”.3 

This attests to the problems of keeping certain people marginalized. That women 

are underrepresented in history has in recent years been discussed in Swedish me-

dia. A study was released which revealed that women are still heavily underrepre-

sented elementary school history books (naming more Nazis than women during 

the twentieth century).4 The state of low representation of women has for example 

lead to the creation of the Swedish journal Historiskan – which works for making 

women visual throughout history. 5 This demonstrates that the scale still is unbal-

anced when it comes to gender in history. 

With this said, several steps have been taken in order to assure that underrepre-

sented groups within the archives have a larger presence. Groups which have found 

themselves excluded based on aspects such as their gender, ethnicity and sexuality. 

Some of the established archives have actively searched society for archival mate-

rial belonging to excluded groups. This has, for example, been done by Riksarkivet 

(the Swedish national archive), which has collected archival material belonging to 

immigrant groups.6 Other approaches taken have included the creation of new ar-

chival institutions by groups that identify themselves as unseen. This has been done 

in order to visualize their own archives and to hinder what have been interpreted as 

                                                 
1 Ulvros, E. H. (1996). Fruar och mamseller: kvinnor inom sydsvensk borgerlighet 1790-1870, p. 21. 
2 See Nordenstam A. (2008), Genus och Arkiv. 
3 Fox-Genovese, E. (1993), ”Att sätta in kvinnohistorien i historien”, p. 19–20. Smith, B. G. (1998), The Gender 

of History: Men, Women, and Historical Practice, p. 2. 
4 Delin, M., “Kvinnorna saknas i skolans historieböcker” (2015). 
5 SR, ”Ny tidning ska fylla kvinnoluckor i historien”. 
6 Gere, K. (2010), ”Riksarkivets erfarenheter med insamling av invandrar- och minoritetsarkiv”, p. 53. 
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biases within the traditional archival institutions.7 Through these archives the work 

is often also proactive in collecting relevant material.8 These methods focus on ac-

tively filling the archives with new material that can make marginalized groups 

more visible. 

While these efforts are certainly commendable, they do not address the issue of 

archives that have already been organized. What is to be done with the materials in 

those hundreds of historical archives organized according to principles that have 

failed to consider such aspects as gender? These are the kinds of materials, for in-

stance, that Ulvros encountered.  

This thesis will focus on the problematic nature of gender in relation to already 

organized historical archives, the focus therefore is on how gender can be made 

seen in already organized archives. To provide an answer I will use a case-study 

framework where a document analysis is performed on a specific database – a da-

tabase created within the Gender and Work project. I have had extensive experience 

with this project from a historical point-of-view – where the database helps answer 

research questions. Since entering the world of archival science, I have been curious 

at studying the database from an archival perspective, and primarily as a finding aid 

of archival information. Within the database aspects such as how information has 

been organized and visualized, and what material has been entered into the database 

will be studied. All this will be done in order to provide an answer as to how gender 

can be made visible in archives that have already been organized, as well as to 

broaden the knowledge of the ways that marginalized groups are made visible in 

archives. The study also aims to provide new knowledge and research to the field 

of gender studies within archival science, particularly in the Swedish field, which 

is greatly lacking research. 

Gender in Swedish Archives 

In 2008 Vetenskapsrådet (The Swedish Research Council) published a study called 

Genus och Arkiv, written by Swedish literary scholar Anna Nordenstam. In this 

report the relationship between gender studies and archives in Sweden is investi-

gated. Nordenstam finds in her study that research about archival questions from a 

gender perspective is rare.9 Seven years have passed since the publishing of the 

report and the problem remains relevant. Only a handful of publications are availa-

ble that focus on gender within archival science in the Swedish archival community. 

As will be demonstrated below, this lack of knowledge has had a significant effect 

                                                 
7 For an example see; Reid through which he discusses the establishing of gay and lesbian archive institutions 

in South Africa. Reid, G. (2002), “‘The History of the Past in the Trust of the Present’: Preservation and Exca-

vation in the Gay and Lesbian Archives of South Africa”, pp. 200–207.  
8 This can be seen in Mason, K. M. & Zanish-Belcher, T. (2007), “Raising the Archival Consciousness: How 

Women’s Archives Challenge Traditional Approaches to Collecting and Use, Or, What’s in a Name?”, p. 354. 
9 Nordenstam A. (2008), Genus och Arkiv, pp. 17–18. 
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on the attempts of researchers to locate information concerning gender within the 

archives. 

Nordenstam’s study is largely based on interviews and seminars with gender 

scholars, that is, with users of archives. She finds several obstacles that have hin-

dered the gender researcher’s access in finding women within archives. Among 

these obstacles are insufficient use of subject words in information searches, and a 

slow digitalization of sources. One of the larger problems Nordenstam points to is 

that finding aids, such as archival descriptions, has hidden women throughout the 

archives. Women have been organized underneath their husbands, and thus are less 

visible. Nordenstam attributes this to the practice of interpreting the husbands as 

the central archival creator, therefore the norm. The archival organizing principles 

within Sweden have also made it difficult to split archives when female records 

have been localized. Nordenstam refers to this practice as “old patriarchal princi-

pals”. The researchers that were interviewed for the study, believed that these de-

scriptions written whilst organized were not objective. This was argued due to the 

fact that the process always contain a sort of positioning.10 A number of these re-

searchers have both noticed and complained about insufficient visibility of women 

within the archives. What steps, argues Nordenstam, can be taken in order to visu-

alize women more? 

In her interviews with gender scholars, Nordenstam found that there exists a 

need for expanding the use of the archival description. These archival descriptions 

need to be completed with more information. Better search paths into archives over 

all is needed. Nordenstam also argues that there exists silent knowledge amongst 

archivists and researchers about women in archives, and that this information needs 

to be spread. Here Nordenstam argues for the use of seminars and supplementing 

the knowledge to the archives.11 Swedish archivist Staffan Smedberg also raises 

critique against the archival description in relation to minorities. Smedberg focuses 

on governmental archives. These have been arranged and described through origi-

nal order (in Swedish known as proveniensprincipen), and consequently often for-

get the objects of the bureaucracy, such as minorities. Smedberg, suggests a solution 

similar to Nordenstam’s, that is, expanding the practice of the archival descrip-

tion.12 With this said, Nordenstam is highly aware that it is difficult for the archi-

vists to describe everything and digitalize it – meaning it becomes a resource ques-

tion.13 This is a valid point, as it is indeed difficult for archivists to find time or 

financial support to redo, and complete, already organized archives. 

Swedish archivist scholars Hanna Lindberg and Kajsa Nilsson Early, in their 

master thesis, also draw inspiration from Genus och Arkiv. Through the problems 

raised in this report they have chosen to study the degree of visibility of women, 

                                                 
10 Nordenstam A. (2008), Genus och Arkiv, pp. 22–24.  
11 Nordenstam A. (2008), Genus och Arkiv, p. 23, 26–27. 
12 Smedberg, S. (2010), ”Arkiven och minoriteterna”, p. 46. 
13 Nordenstam A. (2008), Genus och Arkiv, p. 23. 
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and documents regarding women, in historical archives. This is done from a 

knowledge-organizing perspective with a focus on the term “information recycle”. 

The authors do not bring a full account as to how this perspective is used for the 

thesis, but in reading their study it becomes clear that this perspective means a focus 

on knowledge-organizational programs and their relation with information and in-

dexing, such as metadata.14 Another aspect they have discussed is the strategies that 

are available for making women visible and the ways that these can be developed. 

To explore this aim, they have investigated the digital finding aids of two estab-

lished archives, the National Archive’s Database (NAD) and the Women’s Archive, 

which is accessible through the University of Göteborg’s library archive.15 

Lindberg and Nilsson Early determine that the two finding aids have flaws. For 

example the women’s archive is accessible only through another archive's finding 

aid (the University of Göteborg’s library archive). With its own finding aid, the 

women's archive would be significantly more visible.16 In NAD the much needed 

metadata, and connections between archives, for locating women have not been 

used to the extent they should have, in order of making them searchable.17 The au-

thors also found that when it came to searching gender within the finding aids, the 

word woman was often used as a searchable word, while the word man was hardly 

ever used. This is interpreted as the male being the norm while the female becomes 

the deviant.18 This means that in the effort to make women more visible, they con-

tinue to be stigmatized. 

Previous research has raised several vital points in the relationship between 

gender and archives. There exists a problematic nature of already described and 

arranged archives in Sweden that results in women being less visible than men.  The 

finding aids are also problematic as these are based on the arranged material in the 

larger archives, which increases the difficulties when searching for gender. This 

thesis will focus on Sweden due to the large amount of knowledge still needed about 

gender and archives. This thesis has a number of similarities with Lindberg and 

Nilsson Early’s study, but will focus on an alternative finding aid created outside 

the established archives. It shall be interesting to see how the study of the GaW 

database compares to their study. 

                                                 
14  Quotation above also comes from; Lindberg, H. & Early, K.N. (2014), Kvinnor ska veta sin plats i arkiven 

En komparativ metadataanalys av kvinnors närvaro i historiska arkiv, pp. 10–11; my own translation; ”inform-

ationåtervinning”. 
15 Lindberg, H. & Early, K.N. (2014), Kvinnor ska veta sin plats i arkiven En komparativ metadataanalys av 

kvinnors närvaro i historiska arkiv, pp. 8–9. 
16 Lindberg, H. & Early, K.N. (2014), Kvinnor ska veta sin plats i arkiven En komparativ metadataanalys av 

kvinnors närvaro i historiska arkiv, p. 56. 
17 Lindberg, H. & Early, K.N. (2014), Kvinnor ska veta sin plats i arkiven En komparativ metadataanalys av 

kvinnors närvaro i historiska arkiv, p. 55–56. 
18 Lindberg, H. & Early, K.N. (2014), Kvinnor ska veta sin plats i arkiven En komparativ metadataanalys av 

kvinnors närvaro i historiska arkiv, pp. 53, 56–57. 
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Excavating Archives 

Women and the notion of gender is not the only problematic relationship when dis-

cussing visibility in archives. There are several groups that are described as deviant 

from the norm and consequently unseen in the archives. These groups are often 

referred to as minorities and marginalized groups. Example of such groups are 

LGBT, ethnic, racial or social groups. A number of researchers focusing on these 

groups have demonstrated that there does exist information regarding these groups 

in historic governmental records; one just needs to search. South African archival 

scholar Graeme Reid and Norwegian archivist Kaisa Maliniemi are two researchers 

who have found traces of minority lives in historical records. 

Reid found when searching public archives for gays and lesbians that govern-

mental archives contain evidence pertaining to these groups. Although this evidence 

does not allow the subject to speak with their own voices, Reid nevertheless sees 

them as important as any evidence regarding these groups is scarce.  Reid refers to 

the method of tracing this evidence as “excavation”.19 Through using excavation 

Reid is able to locate the evidence of voices that are often considered to have been 

silenced. 

Maliniemi studied municipal records whilst searching for Norwegian national 

minorities, and in doing so located many documents that had not been previously 

highlighted by researchers. Maliniemi found that archives contained documents 

written in the national minorities' own languages – and therefore with their own 

voices – which were often excluded from the archival descriptions. Maliniemi ar-

gues that the idea of archives containing no records in national minorities' own lan-

guage is a reflection of the perception of the languages as irrelevant in the public 

context.20 The idea of minorities’ disempowerment in society is therefore reflected 

on the archives. Maliniemi writes, “[m]inorities and marginalized groups frequently 

are unaware that public archives contain relevant records related to them, even in 

their own languages, because they have been represented as voiceless groups”.21 

Maliniemi demonstrates that with national minorities the archival descriptions have 

not been helpful in visualizing traces of their lives. She argues further that her study 

has led to the rethinking of practices of describing and arranging archives in Nor-

way, and urges for the inclusion of the notification of more languages.22 Her focus, 

however, is placed upon future practices, and still leaves unanswered the question 

of what to be done with historical archives.  

In this section I have discussed the work of researchers who have focused upon 

marginalized groups. Parallels are to be drawn to gender, as certain aspects – such 

                                                 
19 Reid, G. (2002), “‘The History of the Past in the Trust of the Present’: Preservation and Excavation in the 

Gay and Lesbian Archives of South Africa”, pp.  194–200. 
20 Maliniemi, K. (2009), “Public records and minorities: problems and possibilities for Sámi and Kven”, p. 19–

20, 24. 
21 Maliniemi, K. (2009), “Public records and minorities: problems and possibilities for Sámi and Kven”, p. 16. 
22 Maliniemi, K. (2009), “Public records and minorities: problems and possibilities for Sámi and Kven”, p. 21. 
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as women's experiences – have been argued to be highly marginalized in present 

day archives. Both Reid and Maliniemi point to the important fact that historical 

records existing within existing archives actually do contain important traces of 

history, even if the archival descriptions fail to highlight them. These researchers 

therefore emphasize the importance of excavating the archives on an information 

level, because even if something is assumed not to exist, that may not in fact be the 

case 

Arranging and Describing, and Subject Knowledge  

I have thus far pointed to arranging and describing as a significant problem contrib-

uting to the difficulties of studying aspects such as gender in archives.  This section 

will continue the discussion about arranging and describing with an emphasis on 

the international archival community. International archival research has produced 

slightly more results addressing the topic, although British archivist Valerie John-

son argues that organizing of archives has, in contrast to other practices such as the 

process of collecting material, been the object of less focus.23 Below I will discuss 

international researchers, and also the solutions that they recommend. As will be 

demonstrated, several of these proposed solutions recommend subject management 

of archival material. 

The system by which the western world organizes its archives is through orig-

inal order (known in Sweden as proveniensprincipen). This was mentioned previ-

ously in the discussion of Nordenstam’s work, and was interpreted as not being an 

objective process. American archival and library scholars Michelle Light and Tom 

Hyry argue that by organizing archives according to the original order, archivist 

“not only disguise the complexities of reality, but also impose socially constructed, 

information ordering schemas, essentially of archivists’ own creation, for effective 

management.”24 Light and Hyry continue this discussion by arguing that such a 

system creates a situation in which the only voice heard is that of the archivist or-

ganizing the archival materials. As a result, new insights about the archive and the 

records are not displayed.25 Canadian archivist Wendy M. Duff and South African 

archivist Verne Harris argue that describing archives should rather be interpreted 

                                                 
23 Johnson, V. (2007), “Creating History? Confronting the Myth of Objectivity in the Archive”, p. 132. 
24 Light, M. & Hyry, T. (2002), “Colophons and Annotations: New Directions for the Finding Aid”, p. 220. 
25 Light, M. & Hyry, T. (2002), “Colophons and Annotations: New Directions for the Finding Aid”, p. 226. 
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as story-telling, through which the archivist intertwines “facts with narratives, ob-

servation with interpretation.”26 According to this argument, the practice of arrang-

ing and describing an archive is presented as a subjective process, performed by the 

archivist. 

In order to change the practice and involve more voices, Light and Hyry argue, 

for example, for the capture of more insights and perspectives in the archival de-

scription.27 Duff and Harris focus on the users’ perspectives and argue that their 

need of description aid has been an understudied area. They maintain that the de-

scriptive practices should include the users in order “to annotate the finding aids or 

to add their own descriptions”.28 With this said, Duff and Harris are aware that not 

every user’s need can be met, and that limiting choices regarding which users' needs 

are to be prioritized must be made.29  

The Canadian archivist Diana Beattie has in several articles tried to find possi-

ble ways of making women visible in already organized archives. Her focus is pri-

marily studies of academic users from the field of women’s history. Beattie’s em-

phasis on users derives from what she argues to be a lack of focus upon their need 

when acquiring and appraising records (similar to Duff and Harris).30 She observes 

that many historians find the formal descriptive tools lacking, since they are diffi-

cult for tracking down women in the archives.31  

The informants in Beattie’s study found other tools more optimal. For instance, 

published guides of archives were considered a better tool, but due to their scarcity 

they are rarely used. According to Beattie, the published guides available in Canada 

are problematic, as they organize by simple alphabetic order after the collection's 

name, meaning that a working index –for instance by subject and name – was ex-

cluded. This situation complicates the work of women’s historians because they 

often are searching for a specific subject rather than a collection’s name. Indexing 

and catalogues, which Beattie has argued to be good ways to locate suitable archives 

for women’s historians, are scarce because archivists have, in general, neglected to 

note female activity. Beattie suggests, therefore, that archivists provide more sub-

ject-focused finding aids. In Beattie's view, the inventories in finding aids should 

include more information than a simple biographical account of a person or organ-

                                                 
26 Duff, W.M. & Harris, V. (2002), “Stories and Names: Archival Description as Narrating Records and Con-

structing Meanings”, p. 276. 
27 Light, M. & Hyry, T. (2002), “Colophons and Annotations: New Directions for the Finding Aid”, pp. 226, 

228. 
28 Duff, W.M. & Harris, V. (2002), “Stories and Names: Archival Description as Narrating Records and Con-

structing Meanings”, p. 279. 
29 Duff, W.M. & Harris, V. (2002), “Stories and Names: Archival Description as Narrating Records and Con-

structing Meanings”, p. 280. 
30 Beattie, D.L. (1989–1990), “An Archival User Study: Researchers in the Field of Women’s History”, p. 38. 
31 Beattie, D.L. (1989–1990), “An Archival User Study: Researchers in the Field of Women’s History”, p. 43. 
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ization, such as how much of a person’s life has been documented through the rec-

ords.32 Beattie’s result is therefore similar to that of the previously mentioned Swe-

dish scholars.  

Beattie is not alone in her argument for a wider use of indexes and subject-

focused finding aids. American archivist Mary Jo Pugh shares Beattie’s viewpoint, 

acknowledging that forming subject-organized finding aids or indexes can be a 

costly process, but emphasizing that no one ever estimates the time-consuming pro-

cess of searching through irrelevant material. With the cost of time in mind, it be-

comes clearer that creating an index can be immensely rewarding in making the 

search process more efficient.33  

Both Beattie's and Pugh’s studies are more than 20 years old, and Special col-

lection librarian Claire Gabriel argues that thanks to the use of standardized 

metadata, such as MARC AMC and EAD, subject access has a much larger pres-

ence within present-day archives. Through the use of such mark-up language users 

have an increased ability to search specific terms through electronic finding aids.34 

Gabriel’s text is highly positive as to how far the subject access has come during 

the present day, and little critique is directed towards the fact that the use of 

metadata implies that efficient information concerning the archive must be provided 

by the archivist. As have seen with both Nordenstam and Lindberg and Nilsson 

Early, there still seems to be a general lack of use of metadata when it comes to 

gender. Accordingly, the argumentations of Beattie and Pugh remain relevant, as 

there are certain subjects that are still not covered by the new use of metadata. 

In this section it has been discussed that several researchers believe that there 

exists a problematic nature with arranging and describing archives, primarily for 

the reason that the arranging archivist's voice speaks more loudly than that of users 

who may have interpreted the material differently or have different interests regard-

ing it. A number of researchers argue for the use of index and subject access to 

overcome this problem. It will be interesting to determine whether the Gender and 

Work database mirrors this discussion, and how has information been organized 

within the database. 

Making Gender Visible – Aim and Questions 

Previous research has made it clear that there is a need for further investigation 

regarding the relationship between gender and archives. Nordenstam and Lindberg 

and Nilsson Early found that women are still less visible in historical archives than 

their male counterparts. This study will not center on whether women or gender are 

                                                 
32 Beattie, D.L. (1989–1990), “An Archival User Study: Researchers in the Field of Women’s History”, pp. 

44–47. 
33 Pugh, M.J. (1982), “The Illusion of Omniscience: Subject Access and the Reference Archivist”, p. 43. 
34 Gabriel, C. (2002), “Subject Access to Archives and Manuscript Collections”, pp. 61–62 
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visible in the archives, as this has to a large extent been covered by researchers such 

as Lindberg and Nilsson Early. Instead the study will direct its attention on the 

measures taken to visualize gender in historically organized archives. The term 

“gender” – including both male and female – has been chosen because it enables a 

broader discussion, and perhaps counteracts the risk of further stigmatization of 

women within archives. This has been inspired by Lindberg and Nilsson Early’s 

thesis in which they argue that emphasizing only women – and not men – can lead 

to a consolidation of the perception of women’s deviation from the norm. There-

fore, the main question asked for this thesis is: 

 

 How can gender be made visible in already organized archives?  

 

The question is a broad one, and to be able to provide answers, this thesis will 

focus on mainly one project, the Gender and Work project (also referred to as 

GaW). This project has developed a database that on an information level makes 

gender in relation to work during the early modern period searchable. This is infor-

mation which has often not been visible in historically organized archives’ finding 

aids. In order to assist the answering of this main question some minor questions 

have been designed which all focuses on the gender and work database. 

The first question aims at studying what archival material has been digested 

into the database. This question has been formulated in order to provide a larger 

understanding of the relation between the archival material and the database han-

dling of this material. The second question focuses on the ways that archival infor-

mation has been organized within the database. This question aims at studying how 

information taken from archival source has been digested in to database. The third 

question ties in to the previous question and asks what information is emphasized 

and visualized within the database. This question will investigate how such aspects 

as gender are being visualized in the database – if they are – but also if there are 

other aspects which are being made present from the archival information. This is 

a vital aspect of the study since information is being taken out of the archival con-

text and presented through a database which is constructed by a project with its own 

aims. The questions are: 

 

 What kind of archival material is digested in the database? 

 How is archival information organized within the database? 

 What information is emphasised and visualised in the database? 

 

These are the primary questions that the study will aim to answer in order to provide 

information regarding ways that gender can be made seen in already organized ar-

chives. However, focusing on these areas prompts a number of other questions, such 

as is pre-knowledge required for understanding the database? Does the database 
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have a long life span? Is the database successful? In the performance of the study, 

these questions will be present in the background. 

In order to answer the questions posed above I will, with a case-study perspec-

tive through using a document analysis, study practical aspects of the GaW data-

base. I will explore aspects such as metadata, the construction of a search process 

and archival material. This will be understood through a postmodern theoretical 

framework, through which archives are understood as means of power by which 

certain groups of society are given more or less power. Through this silences are 

created in the archives. This will be developed down below. 

Finally, before delving in to the study at hand, I want to point out that this thesis 

also has two wider aims. Through investigating ways that gender can be made vis-

ible in already organized archives, I aim to broaden the knowledge of visualising 

marginalized groups within archives. Beside this, I also wish to contribute with 

knowledge to the field of gender studies within Swedish archival studies. It is time 

for this subject to grow. 

Power, Memory, and the Shaping of the Past – A Theory of 

Archives 

The archives have always been about power, whether it is the power of the state, the church, 
the corporation, the family, the public, or the individual. Archives have the power to privilege 
and to marginalize. […] They are the basis for and validation of the stories we tell ourselves, 
the story-telling narratives that give cohesion and meaning to individuals, groups, and socie-
ties.35 

These words by Canadian archivists Joan M. Schwartz and Terry Cook mirror a 

large postmodern trend within archival science. This trend involves interpreting the 

archival space and its holdings as means of power. The quotation points towards 

the significant effect this power is said to have, to create privilege and to marginal-

ize, but also to shape the perceptions of the past according to who and what gets 

remembered. 

The power placed within the archival institution is said to exist everywhere, 

even within the records themselves. These are means of “imposing control and or-

der” on people, and societies.36 The archival power also has an effect on identity, 

for in choosing what records to preserve and how to preserve them, institutions give 

evidence as to what identities can be constructed. Schwartz and Cook do not inter-

pret the archival power as rigid, but instead see it as changeable. New technological 

practices, political revolutions and gender changes are but a few of the events that 

                                                 
35 Schwartz, J.M. & Cook, T. (2002), “Archives, Records, and Power: The Making of Modern Memory”, p. 13. 
36 Schwartz, J.M. & Cook, T. (2002), “Archives, Records, and Power: The Making of Modern Memory”, p. 13. 
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can change archival power.37 The means to change therefore lie in both small ar-

chival practices and larger societal events. 

The power within the archives is argued to have an effect on marginalized peo-

ple, such as women. Schwartz and Cook write that archives “have systematically 

excluded records about or by women from their holdings, and as institutions, have 

been willing agents in the creation of patriarchy by supporting those in power 

against the marginalized.”38 The power exerted over marginalized groups such as 

women is displayed through several practices such as appraisal, and “the priority 

given to their diffusion through source guides, publication, exhibitions, and web 

sites.”39 Finally Schwartz and Cook argue that archivists need to research for the 

missing voices when appraising and organizing the archives so they can balance out 

the powerful voices.40 This assumption is mirrored by several of the authors dis-

cussed in previous chapters of this thesis. 

Archivist Rodney G.S. Carter has discussed the archives’ role in the creation of 

power and memory. His understanding of this role is similar to the views of 

Schwartz and Cook. He argues that memory “relies on the continuing existence of 

the physical traces produced by members of society in their activities. These traces 

are stored in archives.”41 The records within the archives are therefore pieces 

through which memory is upheld. 

In order to understand the process of power that is constructed within the ar-

chives Carter chooses to use the terminology of voices and silence. Carter argues 

that “archives are filled with voices.”42 The archival power therefore consists of 

regulating these voices. Those with power have the ability to choose who gets heard 

and who gets excluded or silenced. This means that the archives are anything but 

neutral.43 Silences are complicated; they can consist of enforced silences, where 

marginalized groups are silenced by those in power, but also come about when mar-

ginalized groups speak without the needed authority. The latter creates speech – or 

records – that are not recognized, and therefore are not seen as fitting within an 

archival place. Carter argues, however, that silences should not be interpreted as 

muteness, but instead should be seen as voices with “the absence of sound, speak, 

text, or other sign.”44 When marginalized groups are silenced, their collective 

                                                 
37 Schwartz, J.M. & Cook, T. (2002), “Archives, Records, and Power: The Making of Modern Memory”, p. 13, 

16. 
38 Schwartz, J.M. & Cook, T. (2002), “Archives, Records, and Power: The Making of Modern Memory”, p. 16. 
39 Schwartz, J.M. & Cook, T. (2002), “Archives, Records, and Power: The Making of Modern Memory”, p. 17. 
40 Schwartz, J.M. & Cook, T. (2002), “Archives, Records, and Power: The Making of Modern Memory”, p. 17. 
41 Carter, R.G.S. (2006), “Of Things Said and Unsaid: Power, Archival Silences, and Power in Silence”, p. 220. 
42 Carter, R.G.S. (2006), “Of Things Said and Unsaid: Power, Archival Silences, and Power in Silence”, p. 216. 
43 Carter, R.G.S. (2006), “Of Things Said and Unsaid: Power, Archival Silences, and Power in Silence”, p. 216. 
44 Carter, R.G.S. (2006), “Of Things Said and Unsaid: Power, Archival Silences, and Power in Silence”, pp. 

218–219. 
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memory is largely affected. This hinders the group’s ability to create a shared past, 

which has a negative effect on its collective identity.45  

Carter argues that silences are not complete. By calling attention to the silence 

it can be subverted. Carter terms this calling of attention naming it.46 In this process 

Carter places a large responsibility upon the archivist. Carter argues that archivists 

can fight silences by inviting marginalized groups in to let their voices be heard, by 

demonstrating where their records are welcomed, and by highlighting silences, and 

records where the marginalized are present. Marginalized groups can be made seen 

by such strategies as the creation of finding aids and publications. However, it must 

be noted that when archivists work to fill the silence, there is the danger of roman-

ticizing and further marginalizing the groups they are championing.47  

Through the theoretical discussion raised by Cook and Schwartz, and Carter 

(and also with the help of previous research), one begins to ask how gender can be 

made visible. Homing in on Carter, it is revealed that visualising marginalized 

groups – or using his own terms allowing these groups to speak – involves different 

acts. The first act being bringing light to where there are silences within an archival 

institution. Another act is described as bringing to light where within the archival 

institution voices actually do exist (this method was discussed by both Reid and 

Maliniemi). Lastly, filling the silences within the archival institution with new 

voice, a step which often involves inviting the marginalized group in and allowing 

them to speak with their own voice.48 These different acts are all interconnected to 

each other, and almost form a chain of methods to be taken in order to achieve 

visualisation. Before discussing the ways in which this theory has been operation-

alized in this thesis, an interesting question to bear in mind for this thesis is if “true” 

visualisation demands all these steps to be taken.  

The theoretical framework discussed in this chapter is highly used when stud-

ying marginalized groups, and explains why the discussions in this chapter is fa-

miliar within previous research. Lindberg and Nilsson Early also uses a theoretical 

framework through which archives are understood as obtaining and using power. 

Their thesis fails to highlight how the theory has been operationalized in the study. 

What does the idea of power and archives mean to this thesis? It provides a theo-

retical framework for understanding gender in relation to archives. The discussion 

about visualization will be relevant in studying what material has been digested into 

the database, and how the information has been organized. How is gender actually 

being visualized here? The theoretical framework also creates an understanding as 

to why gender needs to be visualized within the archives; in order to give way for 

                                                 
45 Carter, R.G.S. (2006), “Of Things Said and Unsaid: Power, Archival Silences, and Power in Silence”, p. 221. 
46 Carter, R.G.S. (2006), “Of Things Said and Unsaid: Power, Archival Silences, and Power in Silence”, p. 222. 
47 Carter, R.G.S. (2006), “Of Things Said and Unsaid: Power, Archival Silences, and Power in Silence”, pp. 

217, 226, 231. 
48 Which is seen in; Gere, Katalin (2010), ”Riksarkivets erfarenheter med insamling av invandrar- och minori-

tetsarkiv”, p. 53. 
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more voices. The discussion in this chapter is primarily focused on archival institu-

tions. It will be interesting in studying the theoretical approach towards a database 

created outside these institutions, with its own purpose.  

Case-Study Framework – a Source and Methodological Dis-

cussion 

In order to study how gender is made seen in already organized archives this study 

will use a case-study framework. Using this type of framework allows for an in-

depth investigation of a few chosen objects. The case study has a large range of 

understandings for different types of studies.49 The adult-education researcher 

Sharan B. Merriam understands a case study as an “investigation of a specific phe-

nomenon, such as a program, an event, a person, a happening, an institution or a 

social group.”50 For this study this understanding of the case study will be used 

since it is the most commonly excepted understanding.51 Political scientist John 

Gerring argues that when using this understanding of case study it has to have “iden-

tifiable boundaries and comprises the primary object of an inference”.52 For this 

study the focused phenomenon will be how gender is made seen in already orga-

nized archives; however, it is the chosen study object which sets the framework for 

the study, and this will be presented below. 

This study will focus on alternative finding aids created outside the archival 

institutions. The focus has been placed within an academic context because I have 

previous knowledge of at least two such finding aids created there, and also because 

this context differs from that of Lindberg and Nilsson Early who studied archival 

institutions finding aids. It was originally the purpose of this investigation to study 

and compare several different alternative finding aids. This has been problematic 

since within Sweden there exist only a few such finding aids within and outside the 

archives. There exists no national finding aid covering the different archives and 

records created from a gender perspective; instead there exist finding aids created 

after a specific source, subject, or time period. 

One finding aid has been created from literature studies, namely a bibliography 

called Kvinnors självbiografier och dagböcker i Sverige 1650-1989. This bibliog-

raphy was created in 1991, more than twenty years ago. It focuses on collecting 

                                                 
49 The political scientist John Gerring presents eight separate understandings of case-study from different stud-

ies, ranging from “utilizes a particular type of evidence”, “that it employs triangulation”, to “that the research 

investigates the properties of a single phenomenon, instance, or example”. The last suggested understanding is 

that which Gerring explains to be one of the more commonly used understandings for the term. Gerring, J. 

(2007), Case study research: principles and practices, p. 17. 
50 Merriam, S.B. (1994), Fallstudien som forskningsmetod, p. 24, my translation; “undersökning av en specifik 

företeelse, t ex ett program, en händelse, en person, ett skeende, en institution eller en social grupp”. 
51 Gerring finds this understanding to be most closes to the truth, Gerring, J. (2007), Case study research: 

principles and practices, p. 17. 
52 Gerring, J. (2007), Case study research: principles and practices, p. 19. 
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diaries and autobiographies written by women from Sweden between 1650 and 

1989. It notes material available in both archives and libraries, since the autobiog-

raphies from later periods have often been published. Because of the long span of 

time that has passed since this bibliography was created, there exists very little pro-

ject documentation which provides the needed contextual knowledge about the pro-

ject. Therefore I have chosen not to focus on this material in this study. 

In the historical department at Uppsala University another project can be found, 

and this is the Gender and Work project, studying the relation between work and 

gender during the early modern period in various sources. The project has collected 

sources discussing both male and female work, which has been done through a gen-

der perspective. The project has constructed a database with system developers 

from the demographic database at Umeå University to handle all these different 

sources.53 Entering data into the database has been the responsibility of the histori-

ans which are the main participants in the project.54 The project still works actively 

with the database, as it will be published in 2015 (see below), and also producing 

research. The Gender and Work database will be the main focus of this thesis. The 

project is an active one, where both documents and knowledge are current and avail-

able, making the project a suitable study object. A contextual background will be 

presented down below. 

A case study will be performed in which the Gender and Work project is the 

framework through which the phenomenon of how gender is made seen in already 

organized archives will be studied. The strengths of using a case-study approach 

has briefly been mentioned above; it allows for an in-depth study of a specific phe-

nomenon. The in-depth study involves being able to widely describe the object but 

also to obtain a large contextual knowledge of the study object in question. In this 

study this means that using the case-study framework allows for a greater under-

standing of the contextual premises of the database, and also the ability to study the 

different aspects of the database in-depth. Focusing on several study objects would 

take away from the chance of obtaining large knowledge of the object. It should 

also be stated, that the choice of a single study object has also been affected by the 

lack of more study objects. 

The case-study approach can be understood largely as a framework since it does 

not prescribe a specific method or sources. Therefore, the case study needs to be 

complemented with other methods through which information can be collected 

from the sources. A positive aspect of the case study is that it allows for a choice of 

                                                 
53 The construction was done from 2008 til 2010, Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research 

project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodology”, p. 282-283, Ågren, M. (2012), “Genus och arbete i det tidig-

moderna Sverige”, p. 55.  
54 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 282–283. 
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several methods and materials to be used in a study.55 For this study mainly docu-

ments will be studied, but as it will be demonstrated they are of different characters. 

Only one method will be used, and this is a document analysis.  

Sources – the Gender and Work Project’s Documents 

The source material for this study is made up of different sets of documents created 

by the Gender and Work project. The common denominator is that they all contain 

information regarding the database, and of course are documents. 

The database constructed by GaW is the primary source for this study. The 

database is currently available only to members of the projects, since it has not been 

finished and therefore, not published. The database is large and currently includes 

roughly 3074 cases. Besides having user interfaces such as search pages, the data-

base also contains a set of documents with descriptive information about how dif-

ferent interfaces are used, and what information means.  

The database exists in two editions, as frozen and dynamic. The frozen version 

is a limited version which are frozen in the sense that no more information has been 

added after 2014. The dynamic version is dynamic since as it is being filled with 

more source material. This dynamic version will later be published on a website 

created by the GaW project. For this study I have been granted access to the frozen 

version, referred to by the project as the 1.0 version. This version will also be avail-

able for those wishing to study the base for the GaW’s own studies.56 

Studying the frozen version can be problematic, since the chance is that a 

broader scale of users will come in contact with the dynamic version. Therefore, it 

could be difficult to draw larger conclusions regarding how certain aspects affect 

different types of users. However, according to the project members, they have no 

plans for a larger scale moderating or changing the metadata, the layout, and the 

search paths which will be studied in this investigation.57 The major difference in 

the two versions is the extent of material, which must be accounted for in the anal-

ysis of what material has been digested to the database. In this study the database is 

interpreted as a document, or to be more accurate, as consisting of several docu-

ments. 

Complementary documentation created by the GaW project for the database 

will also be studied. This is documentation which provides contextual knowledge 

for the database and is primarily used by the project members. This will be studied 

in order to get a larger context and deeper understanding of the database. The first 

documents are project documentation, which currently exists in only two examples.  

Also documentation of registration principles, created in 2011 and addressing how 

information should be digested into the database. Another is case management, 

                                                 
55 Merriam, S.B. (1994), Fallstudien som forskningsmetod, p. 24, 85. 
56 E-mail conversation with historian Rosemarie Fiebranz, 2015-04-22. This dynamic version will in the fu-

ture be published on the website: http://gaw.hist.uu.se. 
57 E-mail conversation with historian Rosemarie Fiebranz, 2015-04-22. 
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which includes short notes about the different problems and solutions being taken 

by the database executive board, from 2010 to 2012. This documentation is brief, 

explaining information and decision-making in a concise manner, and is been di-

rected towards the members of the project. It is seen as complementary since the 

documentation and information from the database is the main focus, whilst this 

documentation is mostly used to understand certain aspects. 

The last source material that will be used in this study is published articles pro-

duced by the project. These will be used in a similar manner as the previously men-

tioned documentation, in order to enhance a larger understanding of the database 

and its different functions. An interesting aspect of these articles is that they aim at 

explaining the database to people outside the project, providing a large set of infor-

mation of how the database works. These articles are; “Genus och arbete i det ti-

digmoderna Sverige” written by Maria Ågren published in Historisk tidskrift; 

“Making verbs count: the research project ‘Gender and Work’ and its methodology” 

written by project members Rosemarie Fiebranz, Erik Lindberg, Jonas Lindström 

and Maria Ågren, published in Scandinavian Economic History Review; “Praktiker 

som gör skillnad. Den verb-orienterade metodens roll i forskningsprojektet ‘Genus 

och arbete’” and written together by almost all of the GaW members published in 

Historisk tidskrift, and finally, “Before occupational statistics: measuring women’s 

and men’s work activities in the early modern period”, written by Jonas Lindström, 

Karin Hassan Jansson, Rosemarie Fiebranz, Benny Jacobsson, Erik Lindberg, and 

Maria Ågren, unpublished. These articles provide a theoretical and methodological 

perspective of the database. 

The source material is therefore primarily the database which provides a large 

set of information, complemented by documentation created whilst working with 

the database and for the project members explaining information, as well as articles 

written by various GaW members used to also provide contextual knowledge.  

Studying the Documents – Document Analysis 

Documents are the common denominator for this thesis, and they will be interpreted 

through a similar analysis – a document analysis. Social welfare researcher Glenn 

A. Bowen argues that document study or analysis involves “finding, selecting, ap-

praising (making sense of), and synthesising data contained in documents”.58 The 

document analysis is therefore a quite broad method, since it does not specify what 

type of information should be collected out of documents; this is left to the specific 

researcher to choose.  

Bowen argues that a positive aspect of a document analysis is that it is more 

efficient than other methods, since it does not demand data collection but instead 

                                                 
58 Bowen, G.A. (2009),"Document Analysis as a Qualitative Research Method", p. 28. 
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data selection. The documents are also less easy to affect during the research pro-

cess.59 However, Bowen also argues that problems exist, for example the records 

often have other purposes for their creation than research. Documents should nei-

ther be treated as “necessarily precise, accurate, or complete records of events that 

have occurred.”60 This is perhaps a quite obvious aspect to researchers within ar-

chival studies.  

In doing a document analysis, I have chosen not to use such methods as inter-

views or observations. This is mostly because the database, as documents, provides 

a large set of information in its own right. However, it mustn't be disregarded that, 

for certain questions that have limited information deriving from the documents, 

interviews could be seen as beneficiary to the analysis. All the same, it has been my 

desire to study the aspects mainly provided by the database – aspects which a user 

would be most likely to come into contact with. Interview and observation also 

would be better methods for studying the registration process of the material. Since 

I want to focus on how gender is made seen, analysing the database – the product – 

is the right focus for this study. 

Document analysis is a commonly used method, but Bowen argues that in a 

large variety of studies the method has been used insufficiently. Bowen contends 

that vital information has been left out, for example “regarding the procedure fol-

lowed and the outcomes of the analyses of documents.”61 Down below I will specify 

what information has been collected in the documents, but before this discussion it 

is vital to state that the information derived from the different documents will be 

handled through a qualitative perspective since this best helps for an in-depth un-

derstanding of the different aspects of the database. 

From the different sources several varied aspects have been investigated in or-

der to answer the posed question. A large focus has been placed on metadata; as it 

will be seen in the later chapter metadata helps categorize, handle and present in-

formation. But what, precisely, is metadata? In the text “Understanding Metadata” 

it is written that “[m]etadata is structured information that describes, explains, lo-

cates or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an information re-

source. Metadata is often called data about data or information about information.”62 

Metadata therefore is a rather broad term which can include much information. 

Within the database only visible metadata has been studied, that which a user would 

encounter as organizing information or making it searchable (metadata which per-

haps are only visible for a researcher inserting information is not present). I will 

therefore study metadata that helps present a case, and metadata which allows the 

user to navigate a search and search result. 
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Another aspect which will be studied is the layout of metadata and the functions 

through which interactions with the metadata are taken. This is mostly directed to-

wards the search processes. This is done in order to understand what aspects a user 

will come in contact with, and furthermore what is being made visible in the data-

base. Lastly, the source material which is the foundation of the database has been 

studied. This has been done in order to locate information about why the material 

has been chosen and what type of records they actually are. This step will create a 

larger contextual understanding of the archival relation to the database. In the com-

plementary documents only information directly related to these different aspects 

has been studied (for example, where the project explains the construction of 

metadata or the search). 

It is vital to state before the analysis that I have had several encounters with the 

Gender and Work project previously. From 2011 to 2013 I wrote a master thesis in 

which a method was used that has been developed by the project.63 I have also 

worked for the project in transcribing sources to digitised text to be entered in to 

the database. Having these several encounters with the project it allows for me to 

have an inside perspective of the project. This inside perspective has, for an exam-

ple, eased the access of retrieving the proper source material this study needs. It 

also allows me to see and understand perspectives of the database in ways an out-

sider perhaps would not. A previous understanding of the early modern period gives 

me helpful knowledge in understanding the information digested for the database. 

This relationship to the project and previous knowledge can however also be risky. 

It can lead me to overlook information that might seem obvious to me. It is therefore 

important to explain all aspects of the database and also to give large contextual 

information in order to avoid this potential pitfall. 

Gender and Work – Contextualizing  

In order to investigate the Gender and Work project’s database it is important to 

first provide a contextualization, a sort of background about the project and the 

theoretical framework that has guided the construction of the database. This con-

sists of describing the project’s purpose, the needs filled by the database, and the 

research produced within the project. Creating a context provides a larger under-

standing of the database.  

                                                 
63 See Karlsson, Jessica (2013), “‘God! Let me not waste a moment of This year’: An Intersectional Perspective 

on the Practices of Time-use in Gentry Women’s Households in Sweden 1793 to 1839”, master thesis, Uppsala 

University, History department. 
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The Wants and Needs of the Database 

The Gender and Work project derives from a need to provide more knowledge as 

to what people did to survive during the early modern period (1550–1800) in Swe-

den. In order to provide answers to this aim, the project has chosen to focus on “how 

time was used to make a living”. 64 In the question posed the word time is an im-

portant term. By choosing to focus on the time aspect, the researchers have been 

able to move beyond other work information such as work titles and information 

about payments. This sort of information rarely provides a complete picture of what 

people actually did, since a lot of people – especially women – did not have titles 

nor were paid for performed work.65 Focusing on time means focusing on the special 

tasks which were performed, or the practices of work.66 By focusing on these prac-

tices of work the project has developed its own method for tracing information of 

such work. 

The method created by the project is called the “verb-oriented method”. Ac-

cording to this method the practices of work is located through discovering verbs.67 

This verb method is important for the study at hand, since it is the premise of the 

database. The verbs located in sources are the information that has been digested in 

the database. This means that the project GaW focuses upon finding what people 

did with their time during the early modern period through studying verbs that ex-

plain tasks and chores that were being performed. 

There are several reasons as to why information about what people did with 

their time is needed, for example insufficient previous research and also normative 

narratives about women and work during the early modern time. Historian Maria 

Ågren – who is a part of the project – argues that research in other areas has in-

creased knowledge about the early modern life, such as owning and consumption, 

but there is still little information as to where means of payment was received for 

such owning or consumption.68 Information about work, therefore, is needed in or-

der to create a fuller picture of the early modern life. It is claimed that women have 

performed the same tasks for hundreds of years, through different time periods. 

Ågren argues that this has led to the notion that nothing important will be learned 

by studying women’s work during the named period. If this is the case, Ågren finds 

it remarkable, since the output of work changed during the period, and would need 

an explanation.69 These are the academic reasons that the database is needed, as it 

focuses on knowledge gaps. There is, however, another aspect that concerns both 

                                                 
64 Ågren, M. (2012a), “Genus och arbete under tidigmodern tid”, pp. 5–6. 
65 For example a broader range of occupational titles are used for men than women, Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), 

“Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodology”, p. 278. 
66 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 276–279. 
67 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 280. 
68 Ågren, M. (2012a), “Genus och arbete under tidigmodern tid”, pp. 8–9. 
69 Ågren, M. (2012a), “Genus och arbete under tidigmodern tid”, pp. 6–8. 
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academia and the archives. This is finding sources that describe verbs during the 

early modern period. 

Ågren argues that it is common knowledge amongst early modern researchers 

that finding sources regarding women’s and men’s survival during the early modern 

period is highly difficult. During the early modern period there was no systematic 

gathering of such information. Ågren argues that decision making about such as-

pects as work division was often taken out of sight – within the households – and 

therefore left little documentation. Therefore, locating verbs within sources is find-

ing “needles within a haystack”.70 It is not surprising that what can be interpreted as 

unconventional – material with the primary purpose not of discussing work, but 

rather with other focuses – has been used. The researchers within the project them-

selves argue that governmental records are interesting for finding verbs. During the 

description of the events of a crime or a conflict it is often noted what people were 

doing during the incident. This can result in verbs. The project argues “it is not 

probable that we would have gotten such an insight if we had used another type of 

material.”71 The search for verbs therefore takes the user on an information level 

within sources. This explains why the information about verbs are important for the 

gender and work project, but why did they choose to use a database? 

A significant argument for using a database to handle this type of information 

is the need to quantify the results. This ties in directly to answering the research 

question. The project writes that through using the database they hope to provide a 

better answer to their research question than they would be able to do if only one 

type of source were used, or if they used normative sources or fragmented infor-

mation.72 The database therefore is constructed as a way for researchers to be able 

to use a large set of data in order to draw more complex conclusions about what 

people did with their time. The database will be made accessible through the crea-

tion of its own website – and therefore made public. The project argues that a long-

term goal for the database is that it should work as “a national and international 

infrastructural resource useful to coming generations of historians”.73 Through this 

the project argues that the database should also be able to be used for other research 

questions then the ones performed by GaW.74 Another focus of the database there-

fore becomes the creation of a large infrastructure for different researchers.  

To summarize, the Gender and Work project has been created in order to study 

the practices of work during the early modern period. This is done through studying 

                                                 
70 Ågren, M. (2012a), “Genus och arbete under tidigmodern tid”, p. 6, 9, min översättning; ”nålar i en höstack”. 
71 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 280. 
72 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, pp. 281, 286; Berg, E. G. et al. (2013), “Praktiker som gör skillnad. Den verb-orienterade metodens roll i 

forskningsprojektet 'Genus och arbete'”, p. 341. 
73 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 286. 
74 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p 287. 
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verbs. These verbs are information that is hard to obtain since sources during the 

period were not created for this primary purpose. This demands searching uncon-

ventional sources on an information level. The database is a way of handling these 

verbs, and has been constructed in order to quantify the result. 

Producing Knowledge 

Approximately fifteen research projects have taken part in the GaW project, con-

tributing with their area of research through several case studies. 75 The case studies 

focus on different aspect of gender and work within the early modern Swedish king-

dom, and on different societal and geographical areas. What unites the individual 

research projects is that they all use the same method – the verb-oriented method – 

and aim to provide research to the same question: what did people do with their 

time?76 Historian Rosemarie Fiebranz – another member of the project – argues that 

it is quite unusual for a large group to work around the same question and method 

within history.77 

These case studies differ in breadth and form. Some researchers have done 

larger case studies, such as Christopher Pihl who has written a dissertation within 

the project, focusing on the sixteenth century and exploring work in relation to dif-

ference-making and power relations, and the consequences for society and individ-

ual.78 Others have written articles that have been published in various journals. For 

example, Linda Oja has written an article about childcare and gender during the 

early modern period, which was published in Gender & History in 2015.79 As a 

group the members have also published articles in various journals. These articles 

often focus on explaining the purpose of the project and the creation of the database. 

Currently they are working on an anthology which will focus primarily on their 

research, based on results gained from the database.80 

The project also provides a broader network, including more researchers to con-

tribute to the project. Some of these researchers are students at Uppsala University, 

primarily at the master's level. It is through this I was able to contribute to the pro-

ject. Other researchers are on a higher level, such as foreign historians from, for 

example, Finland, America and Great Britain. Contacts have also been established 

with similar projects such as one based in Cambridge that investigates work titles 

from the same period. The project has also taken part in various conferences and 

                                                 
75 During 2008 the Gender and Work project received funds for primarily making the database. It wasn’t until 

2010 the project received a funding for producing research in relation to the database, Interview with historian 

Rosemarie Fiebranz, Uppsala, 2015-03-03. 
76 Interview with historian Rosemarie Fiebranz, Uppsala, 2015-03-03. 
77 Interview with historian Rosemarie Fiebranz, Uppsala, 2015-03-03. 
78 Pihl, C. (2012), Arbete: skillnadsskapande och försörjning i 1500-talets Sverige, p. 11. 
79 See Linda Oja (2015), ‘Childcare and Gender in Sweden c.1600–1800’, Gender & History, Vol.27 No.1 

April, pp. 77–111. 
80 Interview with historian Rosemarie Fiebranz, Uppsala, 2015-03-03. 
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seminars – sometimes with Cambridge and others interested in gender for the said 

period – presenting their method, database, and results.81 There is, then, a broad 

academic network spanning different levels of researchers, but the greatest network 

however seems to be between the members within the project itself, since they work 

closely together using similar structures and also producing knowledge together. 

Outline of the Study 

This thesis will focus on studying how gender can be made visible in already orga-

nized archives, through using a case-study approach in which the Gender and Work 

database is the study object. The database and contextual documents are sources for 

this thesis, in which aspects such as digesting of material, organization and visual-

ization of archival information will be investigated. 

The empirical study has been divided into three chapters. The first chapter will 

focus on the archival material which has been digested into the database, that is, 

meaning the basis of the database. Several aspects will be discussed here such as 

the creation of new metadata in relation to the original archival reference, and also 

a study of the selection of the archival material, and what type of material, has been 

digested. The second chapter will address the categorization of information in a 

case presentation. Different sorts of metadata will be discussed. The chapter itself 

has been organized according to themes in the case presentation. The third chapter 

will focus completely on the search process – meaning the process of locating in-

formation within the database. Aspects such as metadata, functions, and presenta-

tion of a search have been studied. The discussion itself has been organized accord-

ing to the different searchable options. All of these chapters are concluded with a 

short discussion of the information presented. Finally, the thesis will be concluded 

with a chapter consisting of a final discussion where all the different previous chap-

ters’ result will be summarized, concluded, and discussed together. 

                                                 
81 Interview with historian Rosemarie Fiebranz, Uppsala, 2015-03-03. 
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The Basis of the Database: the Source Material 

This chapter will focus on the archival material that has been digested into the da-

tabase. The GaW database is based on a selection of material from different archives 

across Sweden and Finland (which belonged to the Swedish kingdom during the 

early modern period). In this chapter the focus will be placed upon the purpose of 

the sources that have been digested, and also upon closer examination of what types 

of sources these really are.  

Source Material and Archival Material 

When entering the database and searching for different cases the user is met with a 

metadata which is present in an individual case name and also organizes cases al-

phabetically in a search; this is the metadata source material (källunderlag). An 

example of this is Gripsholm (Södermanland), gårdsräkenskaper (estate accounts) 

1572–1610. At first glance the source material might be perceived as the archival 

collection’s name, through which the case is derived; this is wrong. Source material 

is instead constructed by different sets of information which reflects the context of 

the cases that has been registered. The project members themselves write that the 

named metadata consists of information deriving from the same archive, or have a 

more thematic organization.82 This will be discussed below. The database at present 

contains thirty-seven of these source material collections, and these collections have 

different number of cases registered.83 The range of cases varies greatly, for exam-

ple Stockholm, Svea livgarde, regementsrättens protokoll 1685, 1705 has only three 

cases registered, whilst Snevringe (Västmanland), häradsrättens protokoll 1671–

1699 has 328.  

The information found in source material is from three main categories, geo-

graphical location (with province), type of archival document and finally the years 

the material entered in to the database from the source covers. Studying Gripsholm 

(Södermanland), gårdsräkenskaper 1572–1610 we find that this contains cases 

from the geographical area Gripsholm within the county Södermanland, the mate-

rial consists of estate accounts, and the cases in the database cover the years 1572–

1610. The source material collection Gripsholm consists of information derived 

from records from the archival collection Landskapshandlingar (county records), 

which is a collection of bailiffs’ accounts from larger parts of the country during 

                                                 
82 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning.  
83 See Appendix I: Table of Source and Archival Material, for all these collections, and what archives they 

contain. 
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the Vasa era, in the national archives.84 Several source material collections within 

the database are derived from the archival collection Landskapshandlingar, but 

have been divided into different source material collections based upon geograph-

ical place and coverage years rather than archival context.85 The metadata source 

material is therefore a construction of different information done by the project 

members, through which a more direct focus is placed upon the contextual infor-

mation regarding the specific case, rather than on the archival collection. 

As previously mentioned certain source material collections are constructed out 

of the same type of archival collection. Often cases are located from the same ar-

chival collection and series, where the only information differing is the specific 

volume.86 This means that even though the source material metadata is focused on 

the information perspective, it still reflects the archival collection. There is however 

one collection of cases within the archives that differs from this, samling av 

våldtäktsfall (collection of rape cases) 1600–1800. The construction of the source 

material is not based upon geographical or archival belonging but instead research 

belonging. It is based upon material collected for a study performed by Karin Has-

san Jansson. The archival sources within this collection range from various different 

archives with geographical differences.87 Since information is organized through 

this source material, “rape cases” is the heading and not the specific archival col-

lection. To locate archival structure information a user has to enter into the specific 

case. Since the rape case heading is constructed by a researcher the metadata there-

fore provides a better understanding of the organization of information for the da-

tabase – a thematic organization – rather than the archival reality. 

Finally, the source material variable reflects the informational reality of where 

information for the various cases within the database derives from. It also reflects 

the type of documents through which the information is collected; however, don’t 

reflect the archival hierarchies through which these documents are organized. 

Therefore one could say that they hide the archival reality. 

                                                 
84  Riksarkivet > SVAR, Digitala forskningsalen > Specialsök > Landskapshandlingar > Historik, http://riksar-

kivet.se/  [2015-04-02]. 
85 For example; Julita gård (Södermanland), gårdsräkenskaper 1574–1583, Luleå (Norrbotten), gårdsräken-

skaper 1558, 1559, 1561, Umeå (Västerbotten), gårdsräkenskaper 1557–1560. GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad 

Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) ”Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’. 
86 This is also argued in GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
87 Archives which these collection consists of; Nedre justitierevisionen Högsta domstolen, Riksarkivets ämnes-

samlingar. Juridica, Svea Hovrätt, Stockholms magistrat och rådhusrätt, Askers häradsrätt, Edbergs häradsrätt, 

Enköpings rådhusrätt och magistrat, Film och Dannemora tingslags häradsrätt, kopparbergs och Näsgårds län 

samt Säters och Tuna tingslags häradsrätt, Länsstyrelsen i Kopparbergs län, Länsstyrelsen i Söderdermanlands 

län, Länsstyrelsen i Uppsala län, Olands tingslags häradsrätt, Rasbo häradsrätt, Skinnskattebergs bergslags hä-

radsrätt, Söderbärke tingslags häradsrätt, Ulleråkers häradsrätt, Vaksala häradsrätt, Åker häradsrätt, Österre-

karne häradsrätt, Göstrings häradsrätts arkiv, Göta hovrätt, Södra Möre häradsrätts arkiv, Åkerbo häradsrätts 

arkiv. GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) ”Källunderlag”= ’Samling av 

våldtäcktsfall, 1600-1800’, presented through a table consisting of source material, archical institution, archive 

name, series, and volume. 
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Selection of Archival Material 

As previously mentioned, the database is a selection of different source material 

from the early modern period. This means that not every archive containing infor-

mation from the early modern period is represented within the database. With the 

method applied by the GaW project – searching the documents for verbs – entering 

all documents in Sweden from the period would be almost an impossible task since 

it is highly time-consuming and demands large resources. Since there has been a 

selection I will in this section study the arguments for the chosen material more 

closely, and as will be demonstrated these largely reflect the purpose of the project. 

The GaW project argues that choosing different sources for the database has 

been done in order to be able to create a more complete picture of work during the 

early modern period, and to avoid focusing on a specific group in society and risk 

being biased.  They claim that “[t]he ‘visibility’ of work increases if a broad spec-

trum of sources is used.”88 This gives something of an understanding as to why a 

wide variety of sources has been chosen instead of just digesting information from 

simply one source but over a long span of time. What, then, are the arguments for 

how sources have been chosen? 

The project argues in one of its articles that the selection of sources for the 

database has been done “strategically”. It is strategic because they have aimed at 

covering different geographical places and environments of the Swedish kingdom 

during the early modern period. The project maintains that there should be material 

from both city and country within the database. Another facet of the selection pro-

cess has been to try to capture areas which were largely affected by the period’s 

changes, but also those that were largely unaffected.89 There are therefore several 

thoughts behind the selections that mainly strive to provide a diversity in material 

for the database. 

Every case within the database contains a metadata referred to as project de-

scription (projektbeskrivning). Within this description a short summary is written 

by a project member that contains information about the context of digesting the 

information into the database. Cases deriving from the previously mentioned source 

material have always been registered by the same project member, which means 

that every case derived from a specific source material contains the same project 

description. Every member has the responsibility to produce project documentation 

that describes in detail the principles of how the information has been registered 

                                                 
88 Lindström, J. et al. (2015) “Before occupational statistics: measuring women’s and men’s work activities in 

the early modern period”, p. 5. 
89 Berg, E.G. et al. (2013), "Praktiker som gör skillnad. Den verb-orienterade metodens roll i forskningspro-

jektet 'Genus och arbete'", p. 343. 
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into the database, such as principles for selection and registering, and activity types. 

At present only two project documentations have been written. 90 

Through studying the short project descriptions, the material can be grouped 

into two main themes, research and expanding. The research theme means that ma-

terial has been entered into the database because it has been used as source material 

within the individual project members’ case studies, and helped answer a specific 

research question. As many as twenty-three of the source material collections have 

been registered into the database due to this thematic purpose. Some researchers 

have registered several source collections that have been used within their case 

study, and these have been given the same purpose. This can be examplfied with 

the archival collections Gripsholm (Södermanland), gårdsräkenskaper 1572-1610, 

Julita Gård (Södermanland), gårdsräkneskaper 1574–1583, Luleå (Norrbotten), 

gårdsräkenskaper 1558, 1559, 1561, and Umeå (Västerbotten), gårdsräkenskaper 

1557-1560. These have been a part of the historian Christopher Pihl’s study for his 

dissertation, which was a case study within the project, and they are all accompa-

nied with the same purpose to “answer questions about men and women’s wage 

labour and the crowns need for labour”.91  

However, some researchers have expressed several different purposes for ma-

terials being used within the same case study. Source material related to historian 

Jonas Lindström is connected to his case study regarding “obesuttna familjers 

försörjning och funktion i det tidigmoderna Sverige” (landless families’ survival 

and function within early modern Sweden), and has different purposes. For the 

source material collection Snevringe (Västmanland), häradsrättens protokoll 1671–

1699, the purpose is to answer “what the landless did for their survival and what 

role they played in the local economy”,92 whilst with Almö (Västmanland), 

gårdsräkenskaper 1681-1687, the purpose is “partly to answer the question as to 

what extent the work of the estates contributed to the landless survival, and to what 

extent the estates were dependent on landless labor.”93 The purposes reflect the re-

searcher’s desire to diversify his research with questions focused on different areas 

                                                 
90 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 286. Projektdokumentation Gender and Work, 2011-09-20 ”Underrättsprotokoll, Uppland, Sverige 

1638, ’Per Larssons dombok’”, 2012-04-24 ”Rådhusrättens protokoll, Örebro, Sverige, 1756, 1759”. 
91 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table with the variables source material, and project description; my own translation; “be-

svara frågor om mäns och kvinnors lönearbete och kronans behov av arbetskraft”. 
92 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table with the variables source material, and project description. Snevringe (Västmanland), 

häradsrättens protokoll 1671-1699. Similar is done with all source materials deriverad from historian Dag Lind-

ström Sofia Ling, and Maria Ågren. My own translation; “vad obesuttna gjorde för sin försörjning och vilken 

roll de spelade i den lokala ekonomin.” 
93 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table with the variables source material, and project description. Almö (Västmanland), 

gårdsräkenskaper 1681-1687, my translation; “dels besvara frågan i vilken mån arbete vid herrgårdar bidrog 
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of society.  The purpose of entering the material based on the fact that it has played 

a part in a study highly reflects the research infrastructure aim of the database. 

Ågren writes that the database is a place where researchers can store and make their 

research data searchable.94 

The other purpose for registering material is to expand the level of information 

within the database. Thirteen collections have this purpose assigned to them. This 

is for example the case with material from the archival collection Östra härad 

(Småland) and also the diary of Cristina Charlotta Hiärne 1744–1747.95 No more 

descriptive text regarding what aspects they offer the database has been written 

down in the project description, and since the project description is not complete 

there are few hints about what needs they fill in the database. For users this could 

be a lack of information. 

One type of material seems to be placed between these two themes; this is ma-

terial that has been digested from material used for Jan Mispelaere’s dissertation 

Guldmynt eller äpple: straffrättsligt ansvar för barn och ungdomar i Sverige och 

Nederländerna 1590-1800 (Uppsala 2009).96 Here no purpose is formulated, and 

what is written is that the material consists of a selection of cases from specific 

years, and that this has been used in the said dissertation 2009. It is therefore unclear 

as to the purpose of it being in the database, but it is most likely the case that it 

diversifies the database. 

Since there is a large focus on the project members’ cases in the material di-

gested in the database, another aspect worthy of study is whether every activity has 

been registered or activity that answers the researcher’s study question. Most pro-

ject descriptions state that every activity for survival has been analyzed (“analyzed” 

most likely stands for registered for the database).  For example with Örebro 

(Närke), rådhusrättens protokoll, 1756, 1759, which has been a part of researcher 

Maria Ågren’s project on women and men’s work within lower civil servant’s 

households, it is written that every activity of survival has been analyzed.97 This 

means that every activity has been digested from the chosen periods. 

For with certain collections the project description contains notations that not 

every activity has been analyzed. With Snevringe (Västmanland), häradsrättens 

                                                 
till de obesuttnas försörjning, dels frågan i vilken utsträckning herrgårdar var beroende av obesutten arbets-

kraft.” A similar purpose is expressed with Ramnäs (Västmanland), bruksräkenskaper 1674-1690, however 

focusing on a different typ of enviroment; the mining and manufacturing community (bruk). 
94 Ågren, M, (2012b), “Genus och arbete i det tidigmoderna Sverige”, p. 56. 
95 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table with the variables source material, and project description. 
96 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table with the variables source material, and project description. Three source material 

collections are based on this; Göta hovrätts protokoll 1636-1675, urval, Stockholms stads tänkeböcker 1595-

1616, urval, Västerås (Västmanland), domkapitlets protokoll 1632-1646, urval. 
97 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table with the variables source material, and project description. 
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protokoll 1671–1699, which is a part of Lindström’s project, it is stated that primar-

ily activities for survival regarding servants and landless people have been ana-

lyzed. This means that the focus has been placed upon the researcher’s specific 

interest. With Örebro (Närke), accisrättens protokoll 1743-1788, which is a part of 

Ågren’s project, only a selection of activities has been analyzed, particularly those 

connected with customs officers and women.98 The activities entered reflect the case 

studies’ purposes. These limitations are also placed upon the material entered to 

expand the database. With the material Öster-Malma (Södermanland), gårdsräken-

skaper 1668-1669, activities that were performed as wage labor have been ana-

lyzed.99 This means that not every activity within the time period of the sources has 

always been entered; some contain restrictions based upon specific focuses, often 

the case studies, indicating that the database is primarily a researcher’s database. 

Different Types of Records 

The discussion so far has been highly focused on the archival collections, and not 

on the records themselves. In this discussion I will focus on the different types of 

records which the database is based on. Through analyzing the different set of rec-

ords three categories have been located, governmental, financial, and personal rec-

ords.  

A large portion of the information digested into the database derives from dif-

ferent types of documents from governing bodies, with a sharp focus on judicial 

records. These governmental documents derive from different levels of society, 

such as parishes, municipals and cities. The records consist mostly of protocols 

from these organizations’ meetings, such as city hall protocols, district court 

minutes and parish meeting protocols.100 This means that information about gender 

collected from these records seldom come from the subjects’ own hands, but are 

instead records of individuals who have come to these different governmental bod-

ies seeking services, such as law. Reid claims that voices collected from these types 

of sources are provided through a mediated form.101 This means that the materials 

do not allow individuals to tell their own stories, but instead are stories told about 

them by government officials. 

                                                 
98 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table with the variables source material, and project description. 
99 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table with the variables source material, and project description. 
100 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table consisting of source material, archival institution, archive name, series, and volume. 
101 Reid, G. (2002), “‘The History of the Past in the Trust of the Present’: Preservation and Excavation in the 

Gay and Lesbian Archives of South Africa”, p, 200. 
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Another type of records filling the database are different accounts created in 

relation to governmental bodies or estates. For example, these include the previ-

ously mentioned Gripsholm, which was account records created by the local bail-

iffs. Another set of accounts is Almö (Västmanland), gårdsräkenskaper 1681-1687, 

are derived from Almö Gård.102 The account books are difficult to discuss as a me-

diated form since the person documenting sometimes is present in transactions, but 

they are an official form of records, often revealing consist and direct information. 

Personal records, such as letters or diaries, are rare within the database, how-

ever two do exist. The diaries of Elias Jonsson and Christina Charlotta Hiärna have 

been digested in the database, and the latter also provides an account book. These 

diaries often provide information about the daily work carried out by the writers 

themselves, who have noted down the work they have performed.103 This means that 

they are allowed to speak in their own voices. With this said, one needs to be aware 

that diarists are not the most representative people. Hiärna, for example, was of 

higher status in society, born into the Rudbeck family in Uppland. Jonsson’s diary, 

on the other hand, is a farmer’s diary, which does provide a different societal per-

spective of the society from this personal records. 104 However, a large portion of the 

individuals of the early modern society remains voiceless, such as women of lower 

classes or people working as servants. Personal material from the said period is 

highly difficult to obtain, especially outside the noble and bourgeois estates, as most 

people outside the elite classes were not literate.105 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have focused on analyzing archival material which has been di-

gested into the database, the aspects that have been focused on source material 

metadata, selection of material, and type of material. Through studying these dif-

ferent aspects, a fuller picture of the relation between the archives and the database 

have been gained.  

Through using the metadata source material the GaW database creates its own 

collections for the information digested into the database. As seen the collections 

                                                 
102 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table consisting of source material, archival institution, archive name, series, and volume. 
103 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table consisting of source material, archival institution, archive name, series, and volume. 

For example see; Uppland, Cristina Charlotta Hiärnes dagbok 1744-1747, Fall 9287, Uppland, Cristina Char-

lotta Hiärnes dagbok 1744-1747, Fall 9351, Delsbo (Hälsingland), Elias Jonssons dagbok 1752-1761, Fall 

7986, Delsbo (Hälsingland), Elias Jonssons dagbok 1752-1761, Fall 10194. 
104 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS ’TRUE’, 

presented through a table consisting of source material, archival institution, archive name, series, and volume. 

For example see; Uppland, Cristina Charlotta Hiärnes dagbok 1744-1747, Fall 9287, Uppland, Cristina Char-

lotta Hiärnes dagbok 1744-1747, Fall 9351, Delsbo (Hälsingland), Elias Jonssons dagbok 1752-1761, Fall 

7986, Delsbo (Hälsingland), Elias Jonssons dagbok 1752-1761, Fall 10194. 
105 Sjöblad, C. (1997), Min vandring dag för dag: kvinnors dagböcker från 1700-talet, pp. 97–100. 
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often have a base deriving from the same archive collection (with the exception of 

the rape cases), but the source material metadata is more a reflection on an infor-

mational basis – constructed by geographical context, type of document, and year 

for the cases. This means that archival information derived from descriptions which 

entails how an archive has been arranged is hidden. Through focusing on contextual 

information regarding the information actually entered into the database the per-

ception of the archival hierarchies becomes more distant.  

The material digested into the database reconnects strongly to the needs of the 

database which were discussed in the introduction. A large part of the material has 

been digested since it helps answering different research questions of researcher 

performing case-studies within the project. Which is not strange as the database is 

constructed around an academic need. The rest of the material is entered in order to 

extend the database, most likely mirroring the need to diversify the database. 

The type of material present within the database are three different categories, 

governmental, financial and private documents. Relatively few of these allow the 

objects of the records – such as women – to speak for themselves. The documents 

that do provide the unmediated voice of women are few and not the most repre-

sentative. This is not a problem for the Gender and Work project as they are focused 

on finding any evidence of work, but when it comes to visualizations of gender it 

can be problematic. 
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Categorizing and Presenting a Case 

This discussion will focus on the smaller entity within the database, the cases. A 

case is the unit through which archival information has been divided and organized 

in the database. The premises of what makes a case will be discussed in the forth-

coming text. The focus of the chapter will be directed towards how information has 

been sorted and presented within a case with the help of metadata and to some ex-

tent layout.  

A large portion of the metadata is referred to as variables within the database. 

On the page Variable Summary (Variabelsammanställning) within the database, 

the project lists approximately 80 individual variables, meaning that the database 

has a large set of metadata. A significant portion of these are present in the case 

presentation; however, certain of them are visible only within the search mode and 

will therefore be mentioned in the next chapter (which will focus on the search 

aspect of the database). The discussion below is organized in two main headings. 

These headings are made according to the pages which the case presentation con-

sists of, the case page, and the source page. Within the case and source page, vari-

ables and the information placed within them have been organized into different 

categorical boxes, and I have therefore chosen to use these categorical organizers 

in order to discuss the case presentation.  

Case page 

The case page is the first page shown when a user enters an individual case. Already 

in the heading of the case page two metadata are presented to the user: the source 

material and the case number. The source material has already been discussed in 

the previous chapter. The case number (fallnummer) is however a unique number 

by which every specific case is identified in the database.106 These two variables are 

then followed by a source text. 

The source text (källtext) is information taken out of documents from an 

archival collection. The source text is written “true to the text”, which means that it 

has the same spelling as the original source. 107 The source text does not, however, 

consist of the complete document. Instead a selection has been made according to 

the necessary information for the case, here with a focus on activities. This means 

that the length of the source text can vary, and the project itself argues that some 

cases can contain small amounts of text.108 In the pictures below this is demonstrated 

                                                 
106 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
107 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
108 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
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with two separate cases. In the first case, 5809, very little text has been placed as 

source text; the text derives from a long list of accounts, but the researcher has 

chosen simply to have the information regarding the specific activity. The other 

case, 7486, has much more text; the text is a court case and involves all the infor-

mation regarding the specific case in which the activity took place. The difference 

in these two cases provides a good example of the extent to which source text can 

vary.   

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 5809. 

 Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 7486. 

 

Below the source text variables are presented through the previously mentioned 

categories. These are mainly activity, individual and organization. These are con-

nected to the source text through the use of colours; within the source text, infor-

mation regarding activity, individual and organization has been highlighted in dif-

ferent colours. Individual has yellow, activity has red, while organization has 

green.109 The categories are presented through boxes and each box has the individual 

colour as its background.  

Individual 

The first group of variables are those which provides information about the individ-

uals in the case. These can be individuals who perform tasks, but also those who 

are presented in the context of the activity. An individual must always be registered 

when adding information to the database; however, an activity does not have to be 

registered. 110 This means that the database takes out information regarding individ-

uals from the source text and lists them with contextual knowledge. In the picture 

                                                 
109 This is done through XML-markings, Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project 

’Gender and Work’ and its methodology”, p. 282. 
110 GaW, Registreringsprinciper GaW (2011-02-11), p. 10. 

Picture 1 Source Text Belonging to Case 5809 

Picture 2 Source Text Belonging to Case 7486 
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below this is demonstrated – however not every variable which is possible to enter 

information into for the individuals is present (for every variable see table below). 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 10448. 

 

To begin, every single one of these individuals who are present within a case has 

been provided with a specific individual number (individnummer). However, the 

picture above demonstrates that two of the individual listings have several individ-

ual numbers. This is because the case text in question mentions individuals who are 

part of a collective, such as visitors (besökare). This is where the other metadata 

number (antal) comes in. This provides contextual knowledge as to how many in-

dividuals are referred to in the source text. In case 10488 the source text mentions 

three visitors and these have been listed together with the number 3 and with three 

individual numbers – 25432, 25448, and 25449.111 What happens if this collective 

of people does not have a number explaining their quantity? If the number of indi-

viduals is an unknown number – mentioned as an unspecific collective – the project 

argues for using two as a number (two individual numbers are also provided then).112 
 

 Table 1 Listing of All Individual Variables 

Individual number 

Number 

Individual’s name 

Sex 

Civil status  

Designation  

(Kind of Designation) 

Date of birth 

Age 

Described age 

Name place individual 

Parish individual 

 Source: GaW Databas 1.0. 

 

This variable is followed by the individual’s name (individnamn). This information 

is not always provided, such is the case with the previous mentioned visitors. An 

individual can be connected to several names, for example if the name is spelled 

                                                 
111 There is no explanation as to why these do not have individual numbers which follow each other. 
112 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 

Picture 3 Example of Individuals and Variables within the Case Presentation 
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differently within the text.113 In case 7507 an individual (16874) who is a woman 

has two names listed, Lisa and Lisa Andersdotter, since this is how she is referred 

to in the text on different occasions.114 

For an individual, the next metadata used to give contextual information is sex 

(kön). The project argues that the sex of the individual has been based upon name 

or designation of the individual within the source.115 The listing of a sex is manda-

tory within the database (both man and woman can be chosen), and if the sex of an 

individual is not described unknown can be used. The database therefore catego-

rizes both the men and women within the database.  

Civil status (civilstånd) is the next variable, which is based upon information 

found in the source. There is a rare possibility that this information has been col-

lected from other sources, and this requires extended documentation in the com-

mentary section where this is highlighted.116 The civil status is a fixed metadata. It 

is fixed in the way that one chooses between different alternatives; and the alterna-

tives are married, wife or widow, unmarried, widow/widower, leading one to won-

der why “wife or widow” is present when the two alternatives exist by them-

selves?117 

GaW researchers Maria Ågren and Christopher Pihl explain that the early mod-

ern understanding of the term wife (hustru) was far more complicated and contained 

several different meanings than the present-day understanding (as meaning only 

married woman).118 One of these different meanings could be a woman who is a 

manager/in charge of for example a household, or an honest woman. The term could 

also be given to widows, meaning that it did not always mean that wife was a 

woman with a living spouse.119 Through this explanation the researchers argue that 

when a woman is mentioned as a wife it is difficult to draw any definite conclusions 

about civil status.120 This complexity of the wife term is present in the documenta-

tion about the internal discussions the project has had for the database. It is ques-

tioned in this document what is to be done when a woman is characterized as a wife 

but the researcher suspects that she is a widow. The solution for this problem be-

came the creation of the alternative wife or widow.121 For an early modern context 

civil status is not always simple information to derive from documents. 

                                                 
113 The project argues that not having to register a name is an advantage since actors can be named just “the 

women”, Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), ”Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its 

methodology”, p. 282. 
114 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 7507. 
115 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
116 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
117 These alternatives derive from; GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning variable civil status with operator =; 

my own translation; gift, hustru el. änka, ogift, okänd, änka/änkling. 
118 Pihl, C. & Ågren, M. (2014), “Vad är en hustru? Ett begreppshistoriskt bidrag till genushistorien”, p. 172. 
119 Pihl, C. & Ågren, M. (2014), “Vad är en hustru? Ett begreppshistoriskt bidrag till genushistorien”, pp. 174-

175. 
120 Pihl, C. & Ågren, M. (2014), “Vad är en hustru? Ett begreppshistoriskt bidrag till genushistorien”, p. 188. 
121 GaW, Ärendehantering GaW, Upplaga 4 (2012), löpnr a8, 2009-10-27, 2009-11-10. 
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Designation (beteckning) is also amongst the contextual information. Designa-

tion is a broad category with different terms that have been used as identifier for an 

individual, such as work titles and epithets. It is spelled after the source text.122 If 

we venture back to the individuals of case 10448, all three individuals has a desig-

nation; madame, herrar (gentlemen), and besökare (visitors).  Kind of Designation 

is a classification of the previous designation. Study of the database shows that four 

alternatives are present, household position, title designation, kin designation, and 

occupation related. 123 Of the individuals mentioned above only one has been clas-

sified and these are the visitors who are occupation related. 

Date of Birth (födelsedatum) is self-explanatory. It is listed YYYY-MM-DD. 

Month and date are not necessary. The project writes that this information is very 

rare.124 For example in case 7986 this is demonstrated with two individuals who 

have different formats for their dates of birth. Individual 18019 has date of birth 

1684, whilst individual 18014 has 17250502, a difference that demonstrates the two 

formatting options.125 Age (ålder) is also a rare information in the source text. It 

consists of the age described in numbers from the source texts, whilst the variable 

described age is descriptions from the source text – such as young or old. This is 

used with the same spelling as that of the source.126 Finally, the parish individual, is 

the parish in which the individual lives. In this instance, present-day spelling is ap-

plied. Place name individual however a variable constructed after the source and 

can for example be the name of a village or a farm.127 

Activity 

A group of metadata which has been placed together within the case page is varia-

bles connected with activity. An activity is a time-using chore – meaning a verb 

which has been located through the verb-oriented method from a source. The Gen-

der and Work project itself argues that an activity includes almost everything be-

sides that which does not aim for survival, for example play or sleep.128 A single 

case can have several activities in it, and this means that a case is not constructed 

after a single verb (what makes a case will be more closely clarified down below). 

Just like with individuals, the contextual information regarding an activity has been 

placed within a list. Below four activities are visible which were found within case 

5581. 

 

                                                 
122 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
123 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. The last variable is only present inside parenthesis beside the 

designation. My own translation of the alternatives for type of designation: hushållsposition, rubrikbeteckning, 

släktbeteckning, and yrkesliknande, alternatives can all be seen through GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning 

> Typ av beteckning with operator =. 
124 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
125 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 7986. 
126 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
127 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
128 GaW, Registreringsprinciper GaW (2011-02-01), p. 4. 
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Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 5581. 

 

Similar to the individuals, every activity has been given its own identification num-

ber (aktivitetsnummer). This makes every named activity unique. This does not 

mean that a frequently-mentioned activity such as sewing has one number, but that 

each time sewing is mentioned and identified as an activity, it has been given its 

own number regardless of whether it is already in a similar case or the database at 

large.129 

 
Table 2 Listing of All Activity Variables 

Activity number 

Verb phrase (source) 

Verb phrase (present-day) 

Working conditions 

Payment information 

Amount 

Type of environment 

Parish activity 

Place name activity 

Location description 

Start date 

End date 

Described time 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0. 

 

The GaW project’s verb method is present in the two next variables – verb phrase 

(source) (verbfras (källa))and verb phrase (present-day) (verbfras (nutida)). The 

difference between the two is that one is based upon the source text whilst the other 

is a normalization of the first one. How is a verb phrase normalization done? The 

GaW project writes “[t]he normalized description ‘translates’ the source’s expres-

sion to a form where the transitive verb in the infinitive form is followed directly 

                                                 
129 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) : ”Verbfras (nutida)” = ’sy’, pres-

ented in a table with the variables activit number, verbfras (nutida), fallnummer.  

Picture 4 Examples of Activities and Variables within the Case Presentation 
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by the object and where the spelling has been modernized”.130 This means that the 

verb phrase (present-day) is an adjustment of the same verb presented in the source 

verb phrase but in present-day spelling. With this said, the normalization is done 

only when the verb still is present in the Swedish language, and for this GaW refers 

to the Swedish Academy’s Dictionary (SAOB).131 In the picture below such a nor-

malization can be studied. The original phrase says “gälpte mig sy på vagg täcke” 

(meaning helped me sew on a ‘vagg täcke’”). This has been normalized to “hjälpa 

ngn sy” (meaning help someone sew). This means that a normalization shortens the 

original phrase drastically and also limits the object upon which the activity is per-

formed on.  

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 9888.  

 

To justify such a normalization the project argues the need for a historical compe-

tence. This since a normalization becomes an interpretation of a verb.132 An inter-

pretation is always risky, since it requries a present-day person to understand and 

organize information from hundreds of years ago. The normalization is however 

motivated by the project to be performed in order to enable the search process.133 

As will be seen in the next chapter there exists a strong argument for the use of 

normalization when searching the database. 

Working conditions (arbetsvillkor) is another variable within the activity cate-

gory. The project chooses to describe this variable as following; “classification of 

the general socio-economic conditions by which the executor of activity acts.”134 

The project exemplifies this with working for payment or hard labour. This 

metadata allows the person who is entering the data into the database to choose 

between different categories, however only one can be chosen. It is argued for using 

the broadest term to cover several aspects. If these are not known, the term unknown 

has been used, signifying that it is information that always has to be noted.135 Work-

ing conditions therefore becomes a broad categorisation.  

                                                 
130 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 283. 
131 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 283. 
132 GaW, Registreringsprinciper GaW, (2011–02–01), p. 3.  
133 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
134 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanfattning; my own translation: ”Klassificering av de allmänna socioe-

konomiska villkor under vilka utföraren av aktivitet agerar.”  
135 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. Examples of this see; Gaw Databas 1.0 > Fall 10189. 

Picture 5 Example of Verb Phrases in Case 9888 
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Payment information (betalningsuppgift) is quite straight-forward, it means if 

there has been any information about payment in the source.136 This metadata is a 

Boolean137 choice using yes or no, and allowing for the metadata to always be pre-

sented within the case page. In the activity presented above, no has been answered 

to the question if there is any information of payment within the case. Amount 

(mängd) is a trickier variable. The project describes it as “the source text’s descrip-

tion of the activities’ scope.”138 The amount can be information formulated in time, 

numbers and volume. If we study the case 5812, two activities (11234 and 11235) 

are noted containing amounts in them. The first amount tells us that the individual 

mentioned in the activity has worked two days a week, whilst the other amount tells 

us that that this individual has worked for two months, cost.139 This means that 

amount can both include the time spent on a task, and time formulated in form of 

payment. This means that the variable can intersect with the payment variable.  

The variable type of environment (typ av miljö) is focused upon where the ac-

tivity was performed, the spatial context. This is also a classification that gives the 

choice between one or several alternatives, meaning that an activity can have sev-

eral types of environment registered. Examples of these are city or country.140 This 

information seems to be noted on all the activities, and a search for cases that have 

no type of environment information gives no hits.141 Parish activity (socken ak-

tivitet), is the contemporary parish where an activity was performed with present 

day spelling. The third geographical variable is place name activity (ortnamn ak-

tivitet). This is focused on a much smaller geographical place, and therefore not a 

parish or city, but instead perhaps a village or a farm name. This variable is written 

true to the spelling in the source.142 The location description (platsbeskrivning) is 

description of where in the landscape the activity has taken place, this is noted true 

to the source spelling.143 In case 5803 activity 11207 has a location description 

which is the garden, meaning that the activity was performed in the garden.144 Four 

different variables are therefore used for providing spatial context to an activity. 

Start and end date (startdatum/slutdatum) are simply the dates that the activity 

started and when it ended. This is presented YYYY-MM-DD. The described time 

(beskriven tid) on the other hand, is the description of time within the source text 

                                                 
136 GaW Databas 1.0 > variabelsammanställning. 
137 Boolean within databases is a choice between true or false, here it is presented through yes and no. 
138 GaW Databas 1.0 > variabelsammanställning; my own translation; ”Källtextens beskrivning av aktivitetens 

omfattning”. 
139 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 5812. 
140 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
141 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkritierium: (Godkända fall): ”Typ av miljö” EXISTS 

’FALSE’.  
142 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
143 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
144 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 5803. 
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when an activity was performed. This does not need to be a date, but can be “Mon-

day” or a certain time.145  

Work organization and Commentary 

Work organization is a group of variables centred on the organization which the 

activity is performed for or within. It contains contextual information about the or-

ganization which is derived from the source. The picture below demonstrates how 

this looks. Not every variable is mentioned (see table below). Just like individual 

and activity each organization has its own number (organisationsnummer) – which 

is unique to each mention of the organization. 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 11031. 
 

The variable work organisation (arbetsorganisation) is the organisation in ques-

tion, the one which is mentioned in the source in relation to the activity. Within this 

variable both source text and present-day spelling can be found, which means there 

can be several alternatives. If the organization is mentioned in the source, that 

spelling is used, otherwise present-day spelling has been applied.146 It is important, 

however, to understand that an early modern period organization is different to our 

present-day organizations. As seen with case 11031 in the picture above, a house-

hold has been entered as an organization. The other organisation is “socken” mean-

ing the parish. The project explains that sometimes this information can be implicit, 

meaning not forthcoming in the source but understandable for a researcher with 

contextual knowledge, and in these cases, the information has been entered.147 

 Type of organization (typ av organisation) is a classification of the previously 

mentioned organization. This consist of present day categorization, and the present 

categories are; other, company (private), mining and manufacturing community, 

own business (besides household), estate (equivalent), household (farming), house-

hold (unspecified), the church, local collective (for example the parish), manufac-

tory, unknown, governmental business, and business within guild.148 The organiza-

tions mentioned in case 11031 above, “socken” (parish) has been categorized as the 

                                                 
145 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning, where the example is derived from. 
146 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
147 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 283. 
148 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. The categories are taken from the list provided in the detailed 

search; GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Variable typ av organisation with operator =; my own trans-

lation; annat, bolag (privat), bruk, egen rörelse (utom hushåll), gods (motsv), hushåll, gårdsjordbruk, hushåll, 

Picture 6 Example of Work Organization and Variables within the Case Presentation 
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church, and the household has been given the organization categories of church and 

household, farming.  

 
Table 3 Listing of Work Organization Variables within the Case Presentation 

Organization number 

Work organisation 

Type of organisation 

Parish organisation 

Place name organisation 

Owner 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0. 

 

Parish and place name organisation (socken/ortsnamn organisation) is a similar 

type of information as activity and individual’s parish and place name. This infor-

mation is focused on where the organization is located.149 The last variable within 

work organisation is owner (ägare). This is used if there have been any individuals 

in the source text mentioned as owner. The spelling of the source is used, and the 

project says that information is never complemented from other sources.150 

The last variable on the case presentation page is commentary (case) (kommen-

tar (fall)), and involves different commentaries directed towards the case. The da-

tabase does not provide an explanatory text as to what the commentary is. This 

means that I have investigated the cases for information, and through this I found 

that the commentaries are often directed towards interpretations of the source text 

in the case. 

 For example with case 7807 a comment explains the meaning of the different 

pronouns in the source text – such as who “I” is understood to be. Also the text 

includes information about individuals who have been tracked down using comple-

mentary sources and what sources these are. Whilst in case 10914, which is based 

upon court records, the commentary simply is a side reference to another case 

(10911) since this is a previous entry about the same court case mentioned in the 

source text. The commentary also has date of when the commentary was posted and 

who within the GaW project has entered the commentary.151 

Connecting different metadata 

There are three boxes within the case presentation through which different metadata 

that has been presented in the case page are connected through a tree construction. 

The connections are focused on relation (relation), household belonging (hushåll-

stillhörighet), and kin belonging (släkttillhörighet).  

The first connection is relation, and through this sketch the work organization, 

the activities and the individuals are all connected together.  I will demonstrate this 

through using a short case (exemplified with the picture below). In this case it is 

                                                 
ospec, kyrkan, lokalt kollektiv (ex. socken), manufaktur, okänd, statlig verksamhet, verksamhet inom skrå/bur-

skap. 
149 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
150 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
151 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 7808, Fall 10914. 
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mentioned within the source text that Carin Anderssdotter had delivered several 

food goods for the organization Almö Sätesgård. The organizational information is 

derived from the archival collection since this is an account book of Almö 

Sätesgård. The relation tree developed here has first the organization which is Almö 

Sätesgård, with an under-category which is the verb delivered followed by the in-

dividual performing it, being Carin Anderssdotter. If a case had included several 

activities within the same organization the activities would all have been placed on 

the same level in the tree.  

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 7910. 

 

The two other connections which are available within the case presentation are 

made primarily between the individuals on the basis of household or kinship (each 

household and kin has then been given a specific identification number). This is 

demonstrated below, with both connections deriving from the same case based on 

Elias Jonsson’s diary. In this case it is written that three individuals (Johanns, wife, 

and daughter) have come to live with their employer Elias Jonsson.  

The researcher who has digested this case has entered two households, one con-

sisting solely of Johanns and his family, and another in which they are a part of 

their employer Elias Jonsson’s household. According to the GaW project, the basis 

for identifying a household within a source is that they live together, which should 

be supported in the source material.152 This means that they have been identified as 

two households since they are characterized as living together.  

                                                 
152 Ärendehantering GaW, Upplaga 4 (2012), Löpnr a18, 2010-12-14. 

Picture 7 Example of a Relation Connection 
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Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 7788. 

 

The other relationship is that of kin which also is present in the same case. Here 

two kinships have been identified. One between the previously mentioned Johanns 

and his family, and the other between Elias Jonsson and a person referred to as Pär. 

Pär is mentioned later in the case as being a part of the activity of bricking an oven 

(mura en ugn), in which he is mentioned as Brother Pär. The researcher has there-

fore drawn the conclusion that Elias Jonsson and Pär are in a kinship with one other. 

The project argues that they interpret kinship as a social relation and not simply a 

juridical designation. The project writes, “we wish to include relations of the type 

mågrelationer (in-law-relations), step relations, foster relations etc. to the extent 

that they have meaning for the understanding of the context of the performed activ-

ities.”153 This means that a kinship can be a large affair. 

Constructing these types of relations have both strengths and weaknesses for a 

user who are interacting with the database. Constructing relationships is an inter-

pretation done by the researcher on the source material. This becomes a layer be-

tween the user and the source material. However, the researcher does have historical 

competence to make conclusions which may facilitate a user’s interactions with the 

database. Since the database lists a large number of individuals and activities, the 

tree structures may provide a better understanding of the information in the source 

text. 

                                                 
153 Ärendehantering GaW, Upplaga 4 (2012), Fallnr 38, 20120110, my own translation; ”Vi önskar inkludera 

relationer av typen mågrelationer, styvrelationer, fosterrelationer etc, i den mån de har haft betydelse för för-

ståelsen av kontexten för utförda aktiviteter.” 

Picture 8 Example of Household - and Kinbelonging Connections 
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Source page 

The source page involves information about the source, the source text, and also 

general information about the case (for example the delimitations of a case). The 

source page is where the most extensive information about a case’s archival context 

is visible. 

The first group of variables concerns source and consists mainly of information 

derived from the archival description. This paragraph is demonstrated in the picture 

below. The first variable is called reference code (referenskod), and this is infor-

mation consisting of the reference code found within the national archival database 

(NAD). The reference code is for the entire archive collection (a link to the archive 

(länk till NAD) in the database is also provided in another variable).154 The variable 

archive institution (arkivinstitution) is the archival location where the source is to 

be found; in the case in the picture Göteborg’s Landsarkiv. The archival name 

(arkivnamn) is the name of the collection, in this case Kållands häradsrätts arkiv. 

The variable series (serie) is the series within the archival collection where the case 

source text is to be found, in this case A1a. The variable commentary (source) (kom-

mentar (källa)) is a link to another page with comments and lacks explanation 

within the variable compilation page. Upon studying the information within the 

variable it becomes clear that it is a commentary directed towards the source. The 

commentary below involves information explaining that the source in question also 

exists in renovated condition within another archive. 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 4221. 

 

The next set of variables is focused upon the smaller unit within the archive, the 

volume. This paragraph consists of information from the archival description and 

information connected towards the case. To exemplify this paragraph I have chosen 

a picture from case 1681. The variable volume (volym) is simply what volume in 

the series the source is collected from, in this case nr 4. The variable volume title 

(volymrubrik) involves information from the archival description and is the name 

of the volume. The project exemplifies this with letters or accounts.155 Case 1681 

has no such information. The volume’s start year (volymens startår) and the vol-

ume’s end year (volymens slutår) are the years that the named volume covers.156 

                                                 
154 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
155 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
156 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 

Picture 9 Example of Source Variables within the Case Presentation 
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Coverage (täckningsgrad) indicates how large a part of the volume has been inves-

tigated for the registration. These consist of metadata in present-day text, and four 

alternatives are visible, partial, single (fewer than 10 registered cases), complete, 

and unknown.157 For case 1681 the volume has been partially investigated by a GaW 

member. 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 1681 

 

Volume separation (volymuppdelning) describes how a volume has been separated 

for the registration. The database argues that use of this variable to avoid registra-

tion of the same information. In the database it is written “[i]n an account book it 

can be a fiscal year.”158 With case 1681 the case has been divided by the protocols 

from a court session. Commentary (volume) (kommentar (volym)) is a commentary 

directed towards the volume, and similar to the other commentary has no explana-

tion in the variable summary, which, like to the previous commentary, leads to a 

new page. For case 1681 the commentary explains that protocols from certain years 

within the volume are missing. 

The next set of variables is referred to as volume part, and consists of infor-

mation directed towards the volume’s text in relation to the case. Volume part (vol-

ymdel) is described by the project as “part of the volume, according to the separation 

that has been done in order for registering in GaW in purpose of avoiding double 

registration,” (similar to volume separation).159 This can be, as in case 8639 (picture 

below), protocols from the year 1690. Volume part finished (volymdel klar) is a yes 

and no option, meaning a Boolean option. This information informs if the entirety 

of the volume part has been registered.160 In case 8639 the answer is no, meaning 

not all information from the volume part has been registered. Case definition (fall-

definition) is how a case has been constructed out of a source text. The project ex-

emplifies this with an errand within a court book or a letter in a correspondence.161 

With case 8639 a case has been constructed from an errand in a protocol from a 

specific date. This definition provides an answer regarding which information a 

                                                 
157 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. The alternatives derives from studying the searches, GaW 

Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Variable Täckningsgrad with operator =; my own translation; ”delvis, en-

staka, komplett, okänd”. 
158 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning; my own translation; ” I en räkenskapsbok kan det vara ett 

räkenskapsår” 
159 GaW Databas 1.0 > variabelsammanställning; my own translation; ”Del av volym, enligt den uppdelning 

som skett inför registrering i GaW i syfte att undvika dubbelregistrering.” 
160 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
161 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 

Picture 10 Example of Volume Variables within the Case Presentation 
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case is registered in reference to.  Commentary (volume part) (kommentar (voly-

mdel)) is commentary directed towards the volume part. For case 8639 the com-

mentary involves information clarifying that the date is provided in the text, but has 

not been transcribed.  

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 8639. 

 

The next set of variables is focused upon the case. This involves both general in-

formation and information regarding its location in the original document. The first 

variable mentioned is that of work intensity (arbetsintensitet) and this is a Boolean 

choice between yes and no. The information is regarding if the source text in the 

case involves any information regarding work intensity. This can for example be 

the amount of work written in time units.162 The next variable is origin date (tillkom-

stdatum), and this variable is without explanation in the database. Examination of 

case 9307 shows that the archival volume range is 1744 to 1747, and the origin 

number is listed as 1744. This specific number is mentioned in the source text which 

makes it reasonable to draw a conclusion that the origin source referees to the spe-

cific case origin date.163 The variables pages in source (sidor i källa), paragraph 

(paragraf), marginal title (marginalrubrik), and act title (aktrubrik) are all varia-

bles of information collected from within the original document in the archive (if 

this information exists). The marginal and act title consists of information with 

spelling from the document.164 

 
Table 4 Listing of Case Variabels within the Case presentation 

Work intensity 

Origin date 

Pages in source 

Pages in source edition 

Registered from 

Marginal title 

Place name source origin 

Picture link 

Act title 

Used source edition 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0. 

 

Certain documents that have been used for the database are derived from published 

editions or digital pictures. The variables registered from (registrerad från) is a 

classification telling the user from what type of edition the information has been 

                                                 
162 Example from GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning.  
163 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fall 9307. 
164 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 

Picture 11 Exempel of Volume Part Variables within the Case Presentation 
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collected.165 This is where the variable used source edition (använd källutgåva) be-

comes relevant since it clarifies the source to the edition; further, pages in source 

edition (sidor i källutgåva) reveals the exact number within that edition. If digital 

pictures have been used, the variable picture link (bildlänk) will contain a link to 

that picture. Place name source origin (ortnamn källans tillkomst) is the place 

where the source is recorded, and has been noted with present-day spelling.166  

The last variable within a case, the project description that argues the motiva-

tion of a source, has been discussed in a previous chapter. Here, again, the source 

material is present, as well as which researcher is responsible for the cases belong-

ing to the specific source. 

Conclusion  

In this chapter the presentation of a case within the database has been studied. The 

different pages and the metadata that construct them have been the focus, but I have 

also examined, to a lesser extent, the layout. The database contains of a large variety 

of metadata known as variables. Most of these variables are focused upon the source 

text – meaning information derived from the archival document. A few variables 

are present to demonstrate the relation to the archive, such as the archival collection, 

series and archival institution, so that information can be traced to the archival doc-

uments.  

Through organizing information into all these different variables, archival in-

formation is firstly taken out of its original context – the document and the archive 

– and broken down into smaller and smaller pieces. Through arranging them into 

new forms of categories – such as information regarding the individual or work – 

these pieces of information are being re-assembled into new contexts and given a 

new meaning apart from their archival beginnings. 

A range of different information including such aspects as geographical con-

text, civil stage and age, has been arranged by the Gender and Work database.   The 

project writes “information on work cannot be taken out of context; indeed the need 

for context may be particularly crucial in a discussion about work.”167 This is re-

flected in all the different variables which are available in the case presentation. 

The most vital aspect for this thesis is gender, and as seen, sex is available as a 

variable and allows the categorization of individuals as either man or woman, and 

in other cases as unknown, meaning that information regarding the sex of individ-

uals is always present. Information has been organized by ordering smaller pieces 

                                                 
165 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
166 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
167 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 285. 
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according to specific subjects. By focusing on aspects that mirror the project's in-

terests – meaning activity and gender – the metadata is not constructed according 

to an existing metadata standard, but according to their own. 

A problematic aspect raised within the discussion of the case presentation is the 

categorization and connection of information by the researchers. Since these differ-

ent variables are interpretations made by the researcher, they can therefore create a 

barrier between the user and the document. However, the source text is present 

within the case, meaning that the user can read and interpret it herself. Be that as it 

may, since the source text provides only a small amount of and not the entirety of 

the original document, the perception of the document is challenged. As a mitigat-

ing factor, the source page does have the vital information about where the infor-

mation was derived from, ranging from the document to series to archival collec-

tion, meaning that the case page can work as a finding aid for users wanting to 

widen their knowledge. 
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Locating Information: The Search Process 

This chapter will focus on the search process in the database. There are several ways 

within the GaW database through which searching for information is possible. 

These are, free-text, detailed, and advanced search, but it is also possible to locate 

specific cases through their case number. In this text the discussion will focus on 

the three first search paths – both the search interface and the presentation of the 

result will be studied. First the free-text search will be discussed, and later detailed 

and advanced searches will be discussed together. As will be demonstrated these 

two searches are fairly similar to each other. 

Free-text search 

The first search-path is the free-text search. This search is constructed through a 

text-box accompanied with by different options. The text-box allows for the free-

text search and can consist of both words and numbers. The search options is a way 

through which the search can be limited to focus on specific aspects within the da-

tabase. These search options are, the entire database (hela databasen), source text 

+ source reliable variables (källtext + källtrogna variabler), and source text 

(källtext).  

The option the entire database includes that a user can type a value and the 

search engine will then search all aspects of the database; information placed within 

variables independent of whether the information is based on normalized language 

or not. For example in searching the Swedish word for sew (sy) in the database, one 

will find that information is located in several different variables based on different 

language, such as both verb phrase (present day) and verb phrase (source).168 As 

searching the whole database is one of the most comprehensive search options, it is 

also the slowest.169  

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fritextsökning. 

 

                                                 
168 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fritextsökning > Sökkriterium: Sy, hela databasen. 
169 Taking up to 50 seconds, tested 2015-03-20. 

Picture 12 The Free-text Search Interface 
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The second option source text + source reliable variables allows the user to search 

information based upon material with the same spelling as the source text and there-

fore excludes all the present-day-based variables (for example variables which in-

cludes categorizations).170 The third choice is simply the source text, which means 

a search is placed only on the source text within the cases.171 This option could per-

haps be interpreted as that which gives the user the most freedom, as it will not 

include any categorization of information – meaning another researcher’s interpre-

tation of the material. With this said, the source text is, to some degree, still an 

interpretation of the researcher since it is a selection – a cut out – from the original 

archival documentation. Both this search and that of source text + source reliable 

variables are difficult to search, due to the fact that they are based upon a language 

without any standardization. The early modern period did not have any formal 

spelling rules.172 This means that a word can appear several times but with broadly 

different spellings. This will be discussed further below in the discussion about the 

detailed and advanced search. 

To investigate the presentation of searches through the free-text search I have 

chosen to enter the value “woman (kvinna) | man (man)”, which will search the 

database for all information including woman and/or man. With every search option 

the presentation consists of a search tree (sökträd) on the left side, accompanied by 

a list of the relevant cases organized according to alphabetical order of the source 

material name, followed by case number.  

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Fritextsökning. 

 

As seen in the picture above, the search tree provides different branches. The first 

branch is named all variables (alla variable), and this has two sub-branches: content 

(innehåll) and source (källa). Variables containing information found to match the 

                                                 
170 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fritextsökning > Hjälp för fritextsökning. 
171 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fritextsökning > Hjälp för fritextsökning. 
172 GaW Databas 1.0 > Fritextsökning > Hjälp för fritextsökning. 

Picture 13 A Free-text Search of "Man | Woman" with the Option “the entire database” 
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value entered in the search are placed beneath these. This means that a user can 

limit the search after a specific variable, for example sex or verb phrase. The other 

main branch is all source material (alla källunderlag), through which a user can 

choose relevant material from a specific source material collection. This presenta-

tion of a search looks the same independent of which option (entire database, source 

text + source reliable variables, or source text) is chosen, the greatest difference 

being how many variables are presented in the tree structure. Every heading also 

has a number between parentheses which reveals how many relevant cases there 

are within every search-tree branch. 

Turning attention to the list of cases on the right side we can see that every case 

is summarized through the source material, case number and two lines of the source 

text. Below this every case has a highlight of what variables contain the relevant 

information value that has been searched for within the cases. In the picture above 

first case (5801) contains “man” within it, and this is within the variable sex (kön). 

This is followed by the number 5 between parentheses, which lets the user know 

that 5 individuals with the sex man can be found within the case. This presentation 

of the cases on the right side is the same for almost every search alternative (if table 

is not chosen as the way to present a search; this will be discussed further down 

below).  

The free-text search is an open way for which a user without deeper knowledge 

of the database can access information through few words, and through using the 

search tree locate the relevant information. However, the free-text search is not an 

optimal search if several different variables are of interest. For example searching 

sex and geographical place at the same time will be difficult.  

Detailed and Advanced Search 

Compared to the free-text search, the detailed and advanced searches are more com-

plex ways of retrieving information from the database. As previously mentioned, 

the detailed and advanced searches are similar, but how? The searches consist of 

the same search alternatives and ways that variables can be used within the data-

base. What separates them into two different searches is the level through which a 

user can interact with them. In both these search paths the variables are ordered 

according to different categories. The categorical headings are activity, individual, 

work context, geographical context, source text, and source.173 In addition to these, 

                                                 
173 Activity variables are: verb phrase (present day), verb phrase (source), start date, stop date, the activity’s 

period, described time, amount, information of payment, activity performed by several people, and activity 

exists. Individual variables are: Civil state, designation, kind of designation, multiple, household information, 

kin information, owner of organization, age, described age, and date of birth. Work context variables are: work-

ing condition, kind of environment, location description, work organization, type of organization, is a house-

hold, owner exists, household belonging in the case, number of household belonging in the case, kin relations 
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there are also some that do not have a category.174 In order to more fully explain the 

search paths and the database, I will first discuss something called operators, which 

accompany every variable, and to a significant degree govern the results when using 

that specific variable. 

Operators 

The variables within every category are accompanied by at least one operator. The 

choice of operator will help limit a search after specific parameters. The GaW da-

tabase presents eight different operators. Not every variable is accompanied by 

every operator since certain operators are focused on values containing simply num-

bers or texts. Also even though a large number of the variables have the same op-

erators, this can be presented in different options. This will be clarified and dis-

cussed below. 

For the use of some operators the choice is identical for every variable. Such is 

the case with the operator EXISTS, and is presented through a Boolean choice be-

tween yes and no. If the user chooses yes the database will limit a search to include 

only cases where the variable is present, and if no is chosen the opposite will happen 

and the search will not include cases with the variable.175 IN instead provides a text-

box through which a user can search for several values within the chosen variable.176 

For example, if choosing the “sex” variable, the user can use the operator IN to 

search for woman, man and/or unknown at the same time (whilst the other operators 

which have only a text-box allow the search for one value). Below I will discuss 

the rest of the operators and the meaning they have for certain variables (I will 

therefore not discuss every variable separately and how the operator affects that 

variable; instead a more thematic discussion will be held).177 

                                                 
in the case, number of kin belonging in the case, work intensity, and owner. Geographical context variables 

are: Parish activity, parish individual, parish organization, place name activity, place name organization, place 

name individual, place name source origin. Source text variables are; Case number, case definition, source text 

exists, source text number of characters, source text, origin date, commentary exists (case), commentary (case), 

registered from, used source edition, pages in source edition. Source variables are; Reference code, archive 

institution, archive name, series, commentary exists (source), commentary (source), volume, volume title, vol-

ume starting year, volume end year, coverage, volume separation, commentary exists (volume), commentary 

(volume), pages in source, paragraph, marginal title, and act title. Derives from; Gaw Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad 

Sökning, Advancerad Sökning. 
174 Gender, index group, period (volumes interval), picture of original source, source material. Derives from; 

Gaw Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning, Advancerad Sökning. 
175 GaW Database 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Hjälp för detaljerad sökning. 
176 GaW Database 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Hjälp för detaljerad sökning. There is needed a | between the 

search values. 
177 For a listing of the variables and the accompanied operators see Appendix II: Table of Variables with Op-

erators. 
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A large portion of the variables have the operators = and !=. The operator = is 

explained as “used when the search criteria should be equal to the value speci-

fied.”178 This means if woman is chosen within the sex variable, the search will 

include only cases where sex equals woman (cases containing only individuals that 

have the registered sex of man or unknown will be excluded). The operator != 

means the opposite, and if you choose a value, it will find every case that does not 

have the specific value.179 It has therefore similarities to a yes and no choice, as 

presented with EXIST. Using the sex example, the search will then find every case 

including only man and/or unknown. These two operators provide different choices 

for the user depending on the variables, presenting for example, a free-text box or 

a fixed list. If a list is provided through = it is also provided through !=, and this is 

the reason these operators are discussed together. 

 For many of the variables the use of these operators provides fixed alternatives 

in the form of a list. Sex is one of these variables (seen below). It presents a choice 

between woman, man and unknown. This means that all three are searchable. Index 

group (indexgrupp) is another variable which also provides a list. This variable have 

not previously been discussed since it is not visible in a case presentation. Index 

group means “grouping of activities that are registered in GaW.”180 By searching for 

example responsibility (ansvar) within this list, the first case to be provided through 

the search is case 5801. Here six different index groups are found connected to the 

case; responsibility | intellectual, construction | outside, stone, outside.181 Where a | 

has been placed between means that some information has been given several index 

groups.182 Index grouping is a tricky metadata due to its lack of visibility in the case 

presentation, and only visible on the presentation of a search. Once entering the 

particular case the metadata is no longer visible. This can result in difficulty in 

drawing conclusions of what activity within each case has been labeled with the 

searchable index group. It seems to be an invisible metadata that is searchable. 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning. 

 

                                                 
178 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Hjälp för detaljerad sökning; my own translation; ”Används när 

sökkriteriet ska vara lika med värde som anges”. 
179 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Hjälp för detaljerad sökning, GaW Databas 1.0 > Avancerad 

sökning > Hjälp för avancerad sökning. 
180 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning; my own translation; ”Gruppering av aktiviteter som finns 

registrerade i GaW.” 
181 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall): ”Indexgrupp” EXISTS ’TRUE’; 

my own translation; ”Ansvar | Intellektuellt, Konstruktion | Utomhus, Sten, Utomhus”. 
182 The list provided by the index group through the operator = has 42 different choices, GaW Databas 1.0 > 

Detaljerad sökning, Advancerad sökning. 

Picture 14 Example of the Fixed List through the Variable Sex and the operator = 
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Sex and index groups are not the only variables that are presented alongside the 

operator = by a list. Variables such as civil state, designation, working conditions, 

kind of environment, and type of organization also do this.183 Several of these vari-

ables’ choices have been discussed in the previous chapter, on case presentation. 

For certain variables the choice of variables can be extremely long; working condi-

tion provides a list of 19 different alternatives, such as illegal activity, hourly work, 

and unknown.184 Type of environment provides a list of 13 different alternatives, 

such as field, indoors, city, and unknown.185 For archival information certain fixed 

lists are also provided. For example, the variable archival institutions allows the 

user to limit a search to specific institution. Ironically a list is provided for searching 

a series, but not for archival collections (this is a free-text option). This could be 

because through that many archives, such as those belonging to the government, 

has been organized in similar fashions, where records such as protocols can be 

found in similar series.186 For example, searching A1 finds information derived from 

two different archival collections.  

One specific set of lists contains more options than there exists material within 

the database. These are the fixed lists accompanied by parish activity, individual, 

and organization. These lists provide all parishes within Sweden, and the material 

within the database does not cover the entirety of Sweden. This means that the user 

can search for options that will provide no hits within the database. Finally, the 

fixed list often mirrors the categorizations from the case presentation, through 

providing fixed lists where users can choose to limit a search according to certain 

categories (the exceptions being, for example, archival information such as archival 

institutions and series). Using a fixed list of categorizations allows the user to di-

rectly interact with information they find interesting instead of randomly to search 

the database themselves. However, as previously mentioned, allowing different 

people to categorize information can also be problematic since different people can 

interpret information differently, meaning that a search through these fixed catego-

ries carries the risk of not always providing the information the user seeks. 

The other way in which these operators (= and !=) can be presented is through 

a free-text box, in which the user freely can enter a value. For the variable verb 

phrase (present-day) a free-text box is provided. When entering information within 

it – such as sew (sy) – a list will appear under the box providing all the standardized 

verbs which includes sewing in it (also other verbs which include the letters sy). 

This allows for the user to locate a specific verb phrase. It becomes an intersection 

                                                 
183 Other variables are; coverage, and registred from. 
184 Gaw Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning; My translation; illegal verksamhet, timarbete, okänd. 
185 Gaw Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning, My translation; fält, inomhus, stad, okänd. 
186 For example see: Smedberg, Staffan (2008). Att ordna och förteckna arkiv. 8. uppl. Saltsjö-Boo: S. Smed-

berg 
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between the free-text box and the fixed list.187 With this said, it is also possible to 

search for just the word sew (by not choosing from the list). This will provide all 

the cases where the verbs have the verb “sew” within them. Archival name is sim-

ilar, and also suggests values that are not present within the database. A free-text 

box with a suggestion list is a more uncommon way of presenting. 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning. 

 

The more common choice is a free-text box without suggestions, and these are often 

based upon values constructed by source text. These variables are, for example, 

verb phrase (source), described time, amount, designation, individual name, and 

described age, and of course, source text.188 As already discussed in previous chap-

ters, this language is not standardized, meaning that non-standardized language is 

the basis for free-text search. This can be highly problematic, as the word the user 

is searching for might be spelled in different ways, which means that not every 

material can be found. This is where the categorization helps, in that it allows for 

the location of perhaps more cases. 

 Certain variables provide only a single option, =. This, unlike the previously 

discussed variables does not provide a fixed list or a free-text box, but rather a 

Boolean choice between yes and no. This means that = in this situation becomes 

similar to the operator EXISTS. The variables which have this options are most 

often metadata about metadata, meaning that they are based on other variables, and 

therefore invisible searchable variables. For example activity performed by several 

people or activity exists are two such variables.189 These will limit the search to in-

clude only activities that have been performed by several people or to the cases that 

include an activity. Other variables that have the same operator are household and 

kin information (hushållsuppgift/släktuppgift). These variables limit the search to 

include only cases which has information about household or kin.190 When a user 

                                                 
187 Similar is done with volume part, volume title (which has one that is non searchable, most likely a mistake) 

and place name source. 
188 Others are; every variable containing place name within it, location description, work organization, owner, 

reference code, every commentary, volume sectioning, Pages in source, Paragraph, Marginal title, and Act title. 
189 My translation; aktivitet utförs av flera individer and aktivitet finns. 
190 Other variables are; picture of original source (bild av orginalkällan), owner of an organization (ägare av 

organization), is a household (är ett hushåll) (if an organization is a household), and owner exists (ägare finns). 

Picture 15 Example of the Variable Verb Phrase (present day) and operator = with the 

Search Value Sew (sy) 
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searches the database these will appear on the search page, but however are not 

present within the case presentation. Work intensity and information of payment 

are however metadata that exists in the case presentation on their own merit.  

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning. 

 

These metadata about metadata provide a means by which the user can drastically 

limit the search according to a specific interest or much-needed information. How-

ever, certain of these variables seem to focus on the exact same thing as the original 

variable with the operator EXIST would provide. In looking more closely at the 

three variables exists, owner, and owner of organization, one sees that they are all 

explained as focusing on finding an individual as owner in the source text, and the 

variable owner specifies that it should be a named given individual. By choosing 

these different search paths, several of same cases are provided, however the 

amount is different, and here and there a few cases separate.191 All three of these 

variables exist as separate metadata within each case, which means that a researcher 

has to enter a value into the different searchable parameters. Perhaps this indicates 

that these have been entered differently by different researchers? A question diffi-

cult to answer. 

The variables discussed thus far all have in common that they are based upon 

text, but a large portion of the information within the database is also based on 

numbers, such as years, age, or amounts. Therefore, certain of the operations handle 

numbers. The operator > is used when a search needs to provide a value higher than 

the one searched by the user, and the operator < is a value below the searched value. 

The operators ≥ ≤ are similar, the only difference being that they also include the 

value given.192 If 2 with ≥ or ≤ is searched, then 2 is amongst the presented results, 

whilst with < and > it will find anything above 2 or below it excluding 2. These 

operators can be found within all the variables containing numbers. Examples of 

variables which use these operators are date of start and date of end for an activity, 

volume starting and ending year, also age and date of birth. Other variables that are 

also based upon numbers but of a different nature are number of household or kin 

belonging in the case. This allows a user to search for how many individuals are 

connected to each other in a kin or household relation (these were discussed during 

                                                 
191 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning, Owner of organisation provides number of hits: 128, number 

of cases with hits: 107, GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) : “Ägare av 

organisation” = ‘Ja’, Owner exists provides number of hits 119, number of cases with hits: 107; GaW Databas 

1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Sökkriterium (Godkända fall) : “Ägare finns” = ‘Ja’:owner provides number of hits; 

101, number cases with hits: 90; GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) : 

“Ägare” EXISTS ‘TRUE’. 
192 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Hjälp för Detaljerad sökning, Avancerad sökning > Hjälp för 

Avancerad sökning. 

Picture 16 The Variable Owner of an Organization with the Operator = 
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the section Connecting different metadata). Source text number of characters is also 

a searchable variable through which a user can search how many numbers of char-

acter a source text should have.193 When searching this alternative, a metadata is 

present in the search presentation as being “source text number of characters” 

(källtext antal tecken). This means that the researcher has entered this information 

whilst registering the case. 

The next operator which deals with numbers is BETWEEN. This often exists 

alongside the previously mentioned variables. It allows a user to search between 

two specific dates and to locate all cases that have, for example, an individual who 

was born between these dates. The last operator is WITHIN. This allows a user to 

search for a specific date in a period. This operator does not exist with all the pre-

viously mentioned operators, but instead demands that the variable is constructed 

after a period (based upon a start date and an end date). An example of this is period 

(volumes interval) (period (volymens intervall), which is a variable fused from vol-

umes start date and end date. The same is the case with activity’s period (aktivite-

tens period), which consists of the activity’s start and end date.194 These two 

metadata are not visible within a case presentation. However, when a user performs 

a search, the metadata is visible in the search presentation.195 This means that a re-

searcher has entered the information within these invisible variables. 

In this section, operations in relation to different variables have been discussed. 

They are ways in which a user can largely specify her search. This use of operators 

can be problematic for users with less understanding of databases, since the mean-

ing of them is not always clear. Fortunately, the page does provide a short summary 

regarding what every operator means. However, as we have seen, these can have 

different meanings for the variables. In the section below, the differences between 

detailed and advanced search will be clarified. 

The Search Interface and Presentation 

The detailed and advanced search differ from each other in the ways that the user 

has contact with the database. Both search choices are presented through two pages 

and these are variables and table design. The variable page is where the user chooses 

the parameters of the search (with the operators as discussed above), whilst the table 

design specifies how the search is later going to be presented. The table design can 

be used only if the user chooses to present the search results as a table. Otherwise, 

the results will be presented, by default, as a list, as is the case with a free-text 

search, for example.196 

                                                 
193 GaW Databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
194 GaW databas 1.0 > Variabelsammanställning. 
195 For example, GaW databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Search with the variable activitetens period and 

EXISTS. 
196 GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning > Hjälp för detaljerad sökning, GaW Databas 1.0 > Avancerad 

sökning > Hjälp för avancerad sökning. 
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In the detailed search the variables are presented according to the different cat-

egories that were presented previously (see picture below). Within every category, 

the variables follow, provided with a list of operators. Through the interface the 

user can choose to search for just a single variable, but also for several variables at 

the same time. If the user would like to search for women but within a specific 

geographical region, and also within a specific source, this is allowed. This provides 

a much more controlled way of searching directly for specific information within 

the database, than what is offered through the free-text search (since this only con-

sists of a text-box). 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning. 

 

The advanced search, on the other hand, has two interfaces, one being graphic and 

the other text. The graphic allows for a user to draw the categories she/he wants to 

use over to the graphic space (see picture below), where she/he is given the choice 

between making the variable a negative, meaning that the search will not include 

what is chosen with the variable, or to use parentheses around the variable when the 

search question is sent to the database. A third alternative is to choose AND/OR if 

several variables are to be used. The text page allows the user to interact with the 

database through what is called pseudo code. GaW describes pseudo code as some-

thing between SQL and ordinary language.197  

                                                 
197 GaW Databas 1.0 > Avancerad sökning > Hjälp för avancerad sökning. 

Picture 17 The Interface within Detailed Search 
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Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Avancerad sökning. 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Avancerad sökning. 

 

The figures above demonstrates the two pages within the advanced search, with the 

help of the same choice, to search all variables where the gender (kön) is woman 

(kvinna). Through using the pseudo code, the advanced search becomes a more di-

rect way of writing questions to the database, and therefore stripping away a large 

portion of the user interface. When using the graphic alternative, the user’s choices 

will also be present within the text page in an automatic form of pseudo code. This 

type of technological language can be difficult for some users who are not familiar 

with database language. The help page for the advanced search does contain short 

explanations regarding what is needed in the search through using pseudo code and 

what it means. However, it is still a complicated way of searching, and perhaps not 

every user knows what the use of parenthesis within a search question means.198 

                                                 
198 Using parenthesis means that when using several different variables the parenthesis will change the logic 

between them. GaW Databas 1.0 > Avancerad sökning > Hjälp för avancerad sökning.  For example wanting 

to find all index groups with children where woman OR unknown exists, using a question that is formulated 

WHERE "Indexgrupp" = 'Barn' AND "Kön" = 'Kvinna' OR "Kön" = 'Okänd', will lead to finding all cases 

Picture 18 The Graphic Page of Advanced Search 

Picture 19 The Text Page of Advanced Search 
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The interaction with the database through pseudo code is that which separates 

the detailed and advanced search the most; with the usage of parentheses, for ex-

ample, the advanced search can allow an even more detailed search. Otherwise, 

both of these searches are constructed with the same variables and operators. 

The results presentation of both detailed and advanced search has an identical 

layout. Using “woman” as the search value, the presentation’s layout is similar to 

that of the free-text search with one major thing missing, the search tree construct. 

The search tree is not presented because the user has already chosen the exact var-

iables. The listing of the cases on the right-hand side is still the same. This means 

that I will not discuss the search presentation any deeper. However, what is new 

with the more advanced searches is the choice to present it through a table. Within 

the table page, the variables that the user wants present within the table are present. 

The table will then list the different hits from the search. In this way, the process 

largely resembles a search in an actual database (without the user interface). 

To investigate the table I have chosen again to use the search word “woman” 

(kvinna), and to have the results presented in a table with the variables case number, 

gender, verb phrase (source), verb phrase (present day), activity number, and indi-

vidual number. This search presentation does something the list presentation does 

not – it shows how metadata is connected to other metadata. In the table, the second 

case is from case number 41, the gender is woman, the verb phrase is “Anna sitting 

at the loom”, and the verb phrase (present day) is “weaving”.199 This means that the 

woman the search has located actually performed the task in question. This search 

interface provides more information in the search presentation to the user than the 

list search does. 

                                                 
where index group has women but then every cases which have unknown (not only the ones with child). Choos-

ing instead WHERE "Indexgrupp" = 'Barn' AND ("Kön" = 'Kvinna' OR "Kön" = 'Okänd'), will find the cases 

which have child and women/unknown.  
199 The swedish words are “kvinna”, “anna sittandes widh wäfffwen”, “väva”. 
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Source: GaW Database > Detaljerad sökning > Sökkriterium (Godkända fall): "Kön" = 'Kvinna'. 

 

However, in using the table presentation one major problem has been detected in 

relation to gender. The presentation does not present the women that are mentioned 

in cases who have not performed a task. If the user removes the parameter verb 

phrases, and just presents women through gender, women who have not performed 

a task are still not shown. The same has been discovered with the presentation 

through a list, where women not performing tasks are not highlighted. This means 

that the GaW database searches only visualize sex with individuals performing 

work, when using the search parameter sex. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have investigated the different search paths that are available within 

the GaW database. I have also focused on the presentation of each search. Three 

main searches were discovered, free-text, detailed and advanced search. Within 

these searches all variables and the information within them are searchable in dif-

ferent ways. What differs is the amount of control the user has over finding infor-

mation in the specific search modes. Through using such aspects as operators and 

pseudo code, the search paths range in difficult, and could demand a large pre-

knowledge of database interaction. But as the difficulties increase amongst the 

search paths, so does the larger control a user can have over searching several dif-

ferent variables at the same. This aids in finding more specific information. 

Picture 20 Presentation of a Search of Sex through a Table 
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One major issue that was raised whilst I was searching the database is the prob-

lems associated with searching for language that is not regulated. This creates dif-

ficulties when trying to locate, for example, original verb phrases or individuals’ 

name when these words can have different spellings. The GaW project members 

themselves are aware of the risks with searching non-standardized language, and 

argue that, for example normalization of a verb is to allow them to be searchable.200 

This means that categorization can be seen as a solution to this problem, since it 

allows for searching major categories where the information required could be 

placed. However, circling back to the discussion of interpretation, a categorization 

is just an interpretation, which places a filter between the user and the original text. 

Allowing to search the source text directly, allows for a greater connection towards 

the original source, and with this, minimalizing the filters. This means that there is 

both pros and cons with searching source text and categories. 

The GaW database can be used as a finding aid on different levels. The searcher 

allow both the finding of information within records – which the cases are con-

structed by – and the locating of information according to its archival context, as 

these variables are searchable. In the introduction of this thesis I discussed that re-

searchers such as Beattie determined that users found subject knowledge to be of 

most interest when constructing finding aids. The GaW database is mostly a subject 

finding aid, it allows for a broad range of different subject searches but also geo-

graphical location, individuals names, organisation and, most important for this the-

sis, sex.  

Through the searchers sex can be investigated – and not only women have been 

marked up by the database. Lindberg and Nilsson Early found in the national find-

ing aids that women were often used as a searchable metadata whilst the term men 

were not. They interpreted this out of a theoretical framework developed by Swe-

dish historian Yvonne Hirdman who argues that men are often seen as the norm and 

therefore self-evident. It can be argued, then that the GaW database does not see 

men as the norm. Gender is made visible for both women and men without normal-

izing one or the other. This makes the database quite equal. However, one problem-

atic finding is that individuals not connected towards with verb are not visualized 

in the database (when searching through the parameter sex). They are visible within 

the cases, but locating them through searches is difficult. In the future, if a user 

wants primarily to locate individuals, and not verbs, this could be a problem. 

 

 

                                                 
200 Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and its methodol-

ogy”, p. 285. 
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Final Discussion and Conclusion 

The main focus of this thesis has been to investigate how gender can be made visible 

in already organized archives, through focusing on how information is organized 

and visualized, and what material has been digested into one specific database, the 

Gender and Work database. These different aspects have been studied to also pro-

vide answers to the larger aims, which are to contribute with research to gender 

studies within archival science in Sweden, and to broaden the knowledge of visual-

ising marginalized groups within archives. 

In the GaW database archival information is broken down into smaller pieces, 

and handled through a vast use of different metadata. By being handled by different 

metadata the information is organized into different categories, and through this 

given new meaning. Thus new meaning mirrors the different actors and activities 

within a case, mainly activity, individuals and organizations. Metadata has been 

linked to each other in order to create connections between them, based on, for 

example, household and kinship. The largest portion of metadata derives from the 

source text, taken from archival records. However, metadata which gives an ar-

chival context is also present. This means that the database primarily has an infor-

mational focus, directed towards the information found within the archival records. 

The archival hierarchies are lesser present – seen with the creation of the metadata 

source material. 

One aspect that has not been previously discussed is that the metadata in the 

GaW database is rigid. I call them rigid because a researcher cannot enter their own 

variables in order to facilitate new types of information. Instead the researcher must 

use the variables available in order to digest information from the source text into 

the database. The metadata’s construction is a collective process within the project. 

Through observing the case documentation for the project one can see that the var-

iables have been closely discussed by the members belonging to the database exec-

utive board, and together choices have been made.201 The database also does not at 

this stage allow users of the database to add subject words. This means that the 

database reflects the GaW project’s perception of sources. Light and Hyry argued 

for the capture of more insights in archival descriptions. The database then does not 

allow a larger input of insights from different sets of users; however, the database 

in itself is a way for users to add information to already organized archives. 

The metadata, and the connections between them, are searchable through dif-

ferent interfaces. These range in level of interaction, and difficulty. The more intri-

cate the search paths are, the more pre-database-knowledge is required from the 

                                                 
201 See Ärendehantering GaW, Upplaga 4 (2012). The database executive board consists of four members from 

the GaW group, Fiebranz, R. et al. (2011), “Making verbs count: the research project ’Gender and Work’ and 

its methodology”, p. 282. 
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user, for example understanding SQL, or the purpose of parentheses. The more 

complex the search is the more specific information can be gathered by using sev-

eral metadata consisting of both source text and archival context as search parame-

ters. The database, therefore, can be used as a subject-driven finding-aid for locating 

archives which contain vital information about work, gender, and a range of other 

types of information from the sources (as well as archival information). This means 

that the database not only allows for the retrieval of information regarding gender, 

but also gender in relation to a different set of information which shaped the lives 

of people during the early modern period (such as civil status). This suggests an 

intersectional way of locating archival information.202 

Through focusing on metadata I have found one widespread issue, and that is 

that several of these consist of categories or normalizations. This can be considered 

as a problem, since it provides a filter between the user and the archival text based 

on a researcher’s interpretation. The GaW project members show an awareness of 

this issue, but they choose to see it as an asset rather than a problem. They argue 

that by organizing information after the researcher’s competence they provide qual-

ity to the database. They argue that presenting information without this knowledge 

can be dangerous (however, without specifying how).203 Archivists, who have a long 

history of handling archival information through the idea of objectivity, can feel 

nervous about this type of metadata, seeing as it adds information to the original 

archival record.204 

Must this be negative? If the database was constructed mainly for an archive, it 

could be highly problematic. However, this is a database constructed for a specific 

purpose within an academic context. The contextual knowledge can make the data-

base, therefore, more accessible to users outside that academic context (those who 

will use the dynamic database for personal use). It could be argued that the research-

ers provide an additional level to the information, rather than a “filter”. Not to for-

get, the contextual information also facilitates the search process, by making it eas-

ier to locate specific information without having to tackle non-standardized lan-

guage. This leads us to ventures into a methodological discussion. 

Canadian historian Ian Milligan found that researchers basing their research on 

Canadian newspaper databases were missing a large methodological discussion 

about the usage of these databases. With these databases lies a serious problem – 

mainly that the OCR used to digest sources to the database are poorly done, and 

later has needed to be corrected by users. Milligan argues that the poor OCR “skews 

research, leads to missed hits, and lays a flawed fundamental layer beneath much 

                                                 
202 Intersectionality is argued to be the process of creation of differences and meaning for and between individ-

uals in society. This is done through the intersection of several power structures and hierarchies based on for 

example gender, sexuality, class and race, Tolvhed, H. (2010), ”Intersektionalitet och historievetenskap”, pp. 

59–60, Lykke, N. (2005), “Nya perspektiv på intersektionalitet. Problem och möjligheter”, p. 8. 
203 GaW, Registreringsprinciper GaW (2011-02-11), p. 3. 
204 Johnson, V. (2007) “Creating History? Confronting the Myth of Objectivity in the Archive”, pp. 128–136. 
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of our history.”205 This means that research based upon flawed databases risks being 

flawed itself. Even though Milligan’s focus differs from GaW’s, it is still a relevant 

discussion. By using the GaW database as an informational output, one is also using 

the same arrangement of information they have used. This is also visible with the 

archival material which has been placed within the database; it is restricted and 

mostly has been a part of a researcher answering their research question. Milligan 

argues that researchers should not stop using databases as sources, but that the 

methodological discussion about using them must be present.206 The GaW are open 

about the purpose of the database, both in the database and in their articles, and do 

not skew the facts of the situation. This means, hopefully, that the users will have a 

methodological awareness whilst using the database. 

In the introduction to this thesis, I pointed to researchers such as Carter, and 

Beattie, who have argued that archivists need to work with finding voices within 

the archives, seeing as it is archivists who have an extensive knowledge. The GaW 

project members are not archivists, but instead users of archives with a specific 

need, to locate sources with information regarding gender and work. This means 

that the database has primarily been constructed by users of archives. Should archi-

vists be primarily creating finding aids for archives?  

As it was argued by Nordenstam, archives suffer from resource problems, be-

cause of which it is difficult to extend archival descriptions or create new finding 

aids for old archives. Nordenstam also argues that academic researchers, just like 

archivists, possess silent knowledge of what documents are relevant, and that this 

should be spread by seminars or the creation of a knowledge bank within an archival 

institution.207 Through Nordenstam’s suggestion, one could argue for the creation 

of databases, as GaW, since it helps researchers spread extensive knowledge about 

archival records. Since they are using archival records already organized by archi-

vists they are just adding their perception of these archives. Hopefully, the GaW 

database will be used by the archival institutions, in order to be available as an 

archival finding aid in direct relation to the archives. 

Visualizing Gender 

How is gender visualized within the database? In the discussion raised by Carter, 

Schwartz and Cook, three different acts of how to visualize were discovered. These 

are making silences heard, making material visible, and filling silences with new 

material. The GaW database handling of archival material falls into the second act, 

                                                 
205 Milligan, I. (2013), “Illusionary Order: Online Databases, Optical Character Recognition, and Canadian 

History, 1997–2010”, pp. 543, 566–569. 
206 Milligan, I. (2013), “Illusionary Order: Online Databases, Optical Character Recognition, and Canadian 

History, 1997–2010”, p. 568. 
207 Nordenstam, A. (2008), Genus och arkiv, pp. 26–27. 
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which is making material seen. It collects different archival sources not usually 

known for possessing information about gender, but instead for being about ac-

counts or law, and makes gender seen through using specific metadata. A strength 

for the database is that it uses gender-based metadata for both women and men, 

providing an equal opportunity for locating relevant information (however, with 

reservation, since individuals not performing a task were more difficult to locate). 

Carter argues that shining light on silences is a subversive act. Can the GaW project 

be called subversive? Yes, one could argue that, firstly by creating the database it 

reveals that there is an extensive need for exactly this type of archival information. 

Secondly, through their database they highlight records which contain information 

about gender, information which otherwise would likely not be visible to us.  

In the theoretical chapter of this thesis I asked if all three named steps were 

required in order to provide visualization. By the theoretical authors they are all 

presented as potential ways of visualizing. The database does not fill the require-

ments of all the different acts. In a way they do point to silences by arguing that 

information about both the relation and gender is needed. The second act is already 

discussed above. The third however is not present, since they do not add new ma-

terial into the archival narrative. In relation to this perspective it is important to 

discuss the material allowing people to speak with their own voice, which is lacking 

in the database. The database mostly consists of mediated records created by insti-

tutions or organizations; very few consists of individuals themselves discussing 

their work. This means that there could be problems in how gender is visualized 

within the database. The theoretical approach written in the beginning focuses on 

the archival institution and visualization. For a small database it could be difficult 

to perform all these tasks, and perhaps one should instead see the GaW database as 

a building block in a larger “visualization-scheme” of gender, within the archival 

context. The database, therefore, does not provide a “perfect” visualization. 

The Gender and Work database is, however, successful in relation to its project 

aim. Which is finding what people did to survive during the early modern period, 

from a gender perspective. The database allows this type of information to be visu-

alized and searched for. Therefore, in relation to its own purpose it provides visu-

alization.  

The posted aim for this study was to examine “how can gender be made seen 

in already organized archive”, with the GaW project providing an example of how 

a database can be used in order to visualize gender. Through using relevant 

metadata besides gender, contextual aspects can be highlighted to provide a more 

complex picture. Through having the archival context present as both searchable 

variables and in every case, they work as a finding aid. It does not solve the issue 

of gender not being visible as stated above. Instead, the database provides one ap-

proach to making gender visual in already organized archives.  
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Does the database have a long life span? Without being able to study the dif-

ferent users, and their need of the database, it is difficult to draw any larger conclu-

sions about the life span. Due to its narrow range as a database – gender in relation 

to work – it can be problematic serving as a gender database at large for other users 

outside the academic context. Also since it has a restrictive use of sources this can 

be problematic for users who are interested from a personal perspective – perhaps 

genealogy – in locating individuals by name or geographical area. Perhaps the da-

tabase has the longest life span amongst the academic context, as long as the re-

search question and method are relevant.  

Future Research 

In this study I have demonstrated that the GaW project’s database only provides 

visualization of gender in relation to work. With this said, due to the fact that there 

exist so few projects within the Swedish archival field, it provides knowledge. This 

still leaves much to be desired in the visualization of gender and marginalized 

groups in historical archives. Studies need to be performed both of what archives 

actually do exist, and how these can be made visible. As the aim of this thesis also 

was to broaden the knowledge of visualizing marginalized groups in already orga-

nized archives, it bears pointing out that this needs to be done for a range of other 

groups as well. Studying all these different groups will help both at pointing to 

silences for a more diverse archival practice, but also provide a larger set of possible 

approaches which could be applied for all types of marginalized groups. For exam-

ple, a database could be created on the basis of not only gender, but also possibly 

ethnicity or sexuality. 

While this thesis studies only one project, it would be interesting to study dif-

ferent types of finding aids in relation to this result to see if those visualize gender 

differently, for example, with finding aids such as bibliography, but also extended 

archival descriptions (if these exist within archives). Lastly, it would also be of in-

terest to study the published dynamic version of the GaW database, in order to see 

how this differs from the frozen version studied here. The dynamic version will 

have more material digested into it, will this include more personal documents? In 

relation to this, it would be of importance to investigate what types of users actually 

do come in contact with the database. What are their needs? This could help study, 

in a larger sense, what needs actually exist regarding gender. 
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Summary 

Archives contain information about gender, especially women, which is not being 

sufficient highlighted in archival descriptions. This leads to difficulties in finding 

archival materials. This thesis asks the question of how gender can be made seen in 

already organized archives. This is done with the help of some minor questions, 

what kind of archival material is digested in the database? How is archival infor-

mation being organized within the database? What information is being emphasised 

and visualised in the database? The larger aims are providing answers to the wider 

aims of the study which is to broaden the knowledge of visualising marginalized 

groups within archives, and to contribute with knowledge to the field of gender 

studies within Swedish archival studies. The study is performed through using a 

case-study framework and document analysis on the Gender and Work project’s 

database, and complementary documents. The Gender and Work is a project aiming 

at collecting information regarding gender and work during the early modern pe-

riod. The theoretical framework used understands archives as means of power, 

through which some people gets heard and other are silenced. Within this frame-

work it is argued that visualization can involve several steps.  

By studying the material digested into the database it is shown that these are 

arranged into cases in new collections which mirrors the source information, and 

not archival hierarchies. The material added to the database highly reflects the GaW 

members research, and mostly consists of governmental and organizational ar-

chives – mediated records. Few therefore allow individuals to speak with their own 

voice. Focusing on the metadata within the database, archival information is broken 

down into different types of metadata, and given new meaning and relations to each 

other. Over all, the database uses vast amounts of metadata which consists of dif-

ferent categories such as information regarding activity, individual, and organiza-

tion. Within the metadata concerning individual, sex is found. All these metadata 

are searchable in the database. Both man and woman are searchable. Three different 

search paths are available which vary in both difficulty, and how the user can inter-

act with the metadata. 

The GaW database do visualise gender in already organized archives, through 

making gender visible within cases, and then searchable. However, there exists cer-

tain problems, for example, the database contains but a few records where women 

or men are allowed to speak in their own voice. It also fails to make individuals not 

performing work searchable. This means that the database does not visualise gender 

at large, but primarily in relation to the project’s purpose. It therefore, presents a 

way through which gender actually can be made visible in organized archives, by 

using a database, but it also leaves much to be done in the quest for visualizing 

gender in already organized archives. 
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Appendix I: Table of Source and Archival Mate-
rial  

Source Material Collection Archive, Archival Collection, Series 

and Volume 

Almö (Västmanland), gårdsräkenskaper 1681-

1687 

Riksarkivet; Tidöarkivet; 6, 436. 

Delsbo (Hälsingland), Elias Jonssons dagbok 

1752-1761 

Länsmuseet Västernorrland; Per Edholms per-

sonarkiv; F1; 2. 

Ekenäs (Nyland), rådhusrättens protokoll 

1678-1681 

Riksarkivet Helsingfors; Ekenäs rådstuvurätt; 

D;1. 

Gripsholm (Södermanland), gårdsräkenskaper 

1572-1610 

Riksarkivet; Landskapshandlingar; 2; 1572:10, 

1573:04, 1574:14, 1575:09, 1578:11, 1582:01, 

1583:01, 1584:07, 1585:18, 1587:14, 1588:03, 

1589:10, 1591:12, 1592:06, 1593:07, 1594:01, 

1595:04, 1596:05, 1599:17, 1600:05, 1601:02, 

1604:06, 1604:09, 1607:15, 1608:07, 1609:02, 

1610:5B. 

Göta hovrätts protokoll 1636-1675, urval Vadstenas landsarkiv; Göta hovrätt; EVAA; 1, 

7, 10, 13, 18, 23, 25, 27, 38, 39, 40, 44, 45, 46, 

48, 51, 58, 61. 

Hammerdal (Jämtland), häradstingets proto-

koll 1646-1687 

Östersunds landsarkiv; Jämtlands domsagas 

häradsrätts arkiv; AI; 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 

12. 

Julita gård (Södermanland), gårdsräkenskaper 

1574-1583 

Riksarkivet; Landskapshandlingar; 2; 1574:04, 

1575:08, 1578:03, 1580:12, 1581:14, 1582:06, 

1583:10. 

Kålland (Västergötland), häradsrättens proto-

koll 1604-1613 

Göteborgs landsarkiv; Kållands häradsrätts ar-

kiv; A1a; 1. 

Vadstenas landsarkiv; Göta hovrätt; E VII 

AAAA; 1. 

Kålland (Västergötland), häradsrättens proto-

koll 1647 

Göteborgs landsarkiv; Kållands häradsrätts ar-

kiv; A1a; 5. 

Kålland (Västergötland), häradsrättens proto-

koll 1697, 1700 

Göteborgs landsarkiv; Kållands häradsrätts ar-

kiv; A1a; 14. 

Linköping (Östergötland), rådhusrättens proto-

koll 1650, 1690 

Vadstenas landsarkiv; Linköpings rådhusrätts 

och magistrats arkiv; AI; 5, 11. 

Luleå (Norrbotten), gårdsräkenskaper 1558, 

1559, 1561 

Riksarkivet; Landskapshandlingar; Västerbot-

tens; 1558:18, 1559:10, 1561:05. 

Norrköping (Östergötland), rådhusrättens och 

kämnärsrättens protokoll 1650 

Vadstenas landsarkiv; Göta hovrätt; EVIIBAA; 

4558. 

Orsa (Dalarna), häradsrättens protokoll 1684, 

1686 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Österdalarne och Gagnefs 

sockens tingslags häradsrätt; AI; 5. 

Orsa (Dalarna), häradsrättens protokoll 1736, 

1737 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Kopparbergs och Säters 

län (utom Säters socken) och Österdalarne 

tingslags; AI; 33, 34. 
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Ramnäs (Västmanland), bruksräkenskaper 

1674-1690 

Uppsalas landsarkiv Ramnäs bruk; G 2; 1. 

Samling av våldtäktsfall, 1600-1800 Riksarkivet; Nedre justitierevisionen. Högsta 

domstolen; utslaghandlingar; oförtecknat ar-

kiv. 

Riksarkivet; Riksarkivets ämnessamlingar, Ju-

ridica; IB; 7. 

Riksarkivet; Svea Hovrätt; Advokatfiskalens 

arkiv; 656, 1802, 2297, 3977. 

Stockholms stadsarkiv; Stockholms magistrat 

och rådhusrätt; AIa; 9. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Askers häradsrätt; AIb; 1. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Edbergs häradsrätt; AIa; 

2. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Enköpings rådhusrätt och 

magistrat; AI; 61. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Film och Dannemora 

tingslags häradsrätt; AI; 9. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Kopparbergs och Näs-

gårds län samt Säters och Tuna tingslags hä-

radsrätt; AI; 21. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Länsstyrelsen i Koppar-

bergs län; DII; 30. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Länsstyrelsen i Söder-

manlands län; DI; 12, 49. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Länsstyrelsen i Uppsala 

län; DIIea; 1. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Olands tingslags härads-

rätt; AI; 17. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Rasbo häradsrätt; AI; 10. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Skinnskattebergs bergs-

lags häradsrätt; AIa; 2. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Söderbärke tingslags hä-

radsrätt; AI; 5. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Ulleråkers häradsrätt; 

AIII; 1. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Vaksala häradsrätt; AI; 3. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Åker häradsrätt; AIa; 13. 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Österrekarne häradsrätts 

arkiv; AIa; 61. 

Vadstenas landsarkiv; Göstrings häradsrätts ar-

kiv; AIa; 61. 

Vadstenas landsarkiv; Göta hovrätt; BIIa; 8, 13, 

23, 34, 37, 38. 

Vadstenas landsarkiv; Göta hovrätt; EVac; 1, 

65, 123, 200. 

Vadstenas landsarkiv; Göta hovrätt; EVAA; 

63. 

Vadstenas landsarkiv; Södra Möre häradsrätt 

arkiv; AIa; 63. 
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Vadstenas landsarkiv; Åkerbo häradsrätts ar-

kiv; AIa; 17. 

Snevringe (Västmanland), häradsrättens proto-

koll 1671-1699 

Riksarkivet; Svea hovrätt; advokatfiskalens ar-

kiv; 2262, 2289, 2290, 2295, 2300. 

Uppsala landsarkiv; Snevringe häradsrätt; AIa; 

4, 5. 

Stockholm, Cristina Charlotta Hiärnes kassa-

bok 1788-1802 

Evangeliska Brödraförsamlingens arkiv, 

Stockholm; Erland och Christina Charlotta 

Hiärnes arkiv; Bergrådinnan Chr Charl. Hiär-

nes Kassabok 1788–1795, nr 14, nr 15. 

Stockholm, kämnärsrättens protokoll 1650, 

1690, 1748, 1751 

Stockholms stadsarkiv; Stadens kämnärsrätt; 

AIA; 8, 37. 

Stockholms stadsarkiv; Stadens kämnärsrätt; 

AIIA; 42, 43. 

Stockholm, suppliker till handelskollegium 

1667-1734 

Stockholms stadsarkiv; Handelskollegium; 

EVII; 1. 

Stockholm, Svea livgarde, regementsrättens 

protokoll 1685, 1705 

Krigsarkivet; Svea livgarde; A/001:Ö/AI; 3, 

10. 

Stockholm, ämbets- och byggningskollegiums 

protokoll 1674, 1679, 1690, 1746 

Stockholm stadsarkiv; Ämbets- och Bygg-

ningskollegium; A1; 1, 4, 6, 35. 

Stockholms stads tänkeböcker 1555, 1565, 

1575 

Stockholms stadsarkiv; Borgmästare och Råd 

före 1636; A; 17, 18, 21. 

Stockholms stads tänkeböcker 1595-1616, ur-

val 

Stockholms stadsarkiv; Borgmästare och Råd 

före 1636; A; 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35. 

Stora Malm (Södermanland), sockenstämmans 

protokoll 1728-1745 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Stor Malms kyrkoarkiv; 

KI; 1. 

Umeå (Västerbotten), gårdsräkenskaper 1557-

1560 

Riksarkivet; Landskapshandlingar; Västerbot-

tens handlingar; 1557:21, 1558:12, 1559:13, 

1560:15. 

Uppland, Cristina Charlotta Hiärnes dagbok 

1744-1747 

Evangeliska Brödraförsamlingens arkiv, 

Stockholm; Erland och Christina Charlotta 

Hiärnes arkiv; Bergrådinnan Chr Charl. Hiär-

nes Dagbok 1 jan 1744–8 maj 1747, del I. 

Uppland, häradsrättsprotokoll 1638 Riksarkivet; Svea Hovrätt, Advokatfiskalens 

arkiv EXIe; 647. 

Uppsala landsarkiv; Stockholms och  Uppsala 

läns häradsrättsdomböcker. 

Vendel (Uppland), häradsrättens protokoll 

1607-1645 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Vendels tingslags härads-

rätt; AI; 1. 

Västerås (Västmanland), domkapitlets proto-

koll 1632-1646, urval 

Uppsala landsarkiv; Uppsala domkapitel; 

EV117; 1. 

Västerås stift; Västerås domkapitel; AI; 6, 7, 8, 

9. 

Örebro (Närke), accisrättens protokoll 1743-

1788 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Accisrätten i Örebro; 1; A 

no. 1, Kapsel 1752–1819. 

Örebro (Närke), rådhusrättens protokoll 1690, 

1691 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Örebro rådhusrätt och 

magistrat; A1A; 15, 16. 

Örebro (Närke), rådhusrättens protokoll, 1756, 

1759 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Örebro rådhusrätt och 

magistrat; A1A; 60. 
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Öster-Malma (Södermanland), gårdsräken-

skaper 1668-1669 

Uppsalas landsarkiv; Öster Malma gård m fl 

gårdar; A; 1. 

Östra härad (Småland), häradsrättens protokoll 

1602-1605 

Uppsala universitetsbibliotek; Westinska sam-

lingen; W; W 483. 

Östra härad (Småland), häradsrättens protokoll 

1661-1664, 1721 

Vadstenas landsarkiv; Östra häradsrätts arkiv; 

AIa; 4, 18. 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad Sökning > Sökkriterium: (Godkända fall) “Källunderlag” EXISTS 

’TRUE’, presented through a table consisting of source material, archival institution, archive name, series, 

and volume. 
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Appendix II: Table of Variables with Operators 

Variables Operators 

Gender 

Index group 

Period (volumes interval) 

Picture of original source 

Source material 

 

ACTIVITY 

Verb phrase (present-day) 

Verb phrase (source) 

Start date 

End date 

The activity’s period 

Described time 

Amount 

Information of payment 

Activity performed by several people 

Activity exists 

 

INDIVIDUAL 

Civil state 

Designation 

Kind of Designation 

Multiple individual 

Household information 

Kin information 

Owner of organization 

Age 

Described age 

Date of birth 

 

WORK CONTEXT 

Working conditions 

Type of environment 

Location description 

Work organisation 

Type of organisation 

Is a household 

Owner exists 

Household belonging in the case 

Number of household belonging in the 

case 

Kin relations in the case 

Number of kin belonging in the case 

Work intensity 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

WITHIN, BETWEEN 

= 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

 

 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <=, IN, BETWEEN 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <=, IN, BETWEEN 

WITHIN, BETWEEN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

= 

= 

= 

 

 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

= 

= 

= 

= 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <=, IN, BETWEEN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <=, IN, BETWEEN 

 

 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

= 

= 

= 

 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <= 

= 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <= 

= 
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Owner 

 

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT 

Parish activity 

Parish individual 

Parish organisation 

Place name activity 

Place name organisation 

Place name individual 

Place name source origin 

 

SOURCE TEXT 

Case number 

Case definition 

Source text exists 

Source text number of characters 

Source text 

Origin date 

Commentary exists (case) 

Commentary (case) 

Registered from  

Used source edition 

Pages in source edition 

 

SOURCE 

Reference code 

Archive institution 

Archive name 

Series  

Commentary exists (source) 

Commentary (source) 

Volume 

Volume title 

Volume start year 

Volume end year 

Coverage 

Volume sectioning  

Commentary exists (volume) 

Commentary (volume) 

Pages in source 

Paragraph 

Marginal title 

Act title 

Volume part 

Volume part finished 

Commentary exists (volume part) 

Commentary (volume) 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

 

 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

 

 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <=, IN, BETWEEN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

= 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <= 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <=, IN, BETWEEN 

= 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

 

 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

= 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <=, IN, BETWEEN 

=, EXISTS, !=, >, >=, <, <=, IN, BETWEEN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

= 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

= 

= 

=, EXISTS, !=, IN 

Source: GaW Databas 1.0 > Detaljerad sökning. 


